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still believed that the groans of a people suf I charta of England—as Hampden and Syd- i Later from England.—London papers of
[From Zion’s Advocate.]
fering under the effects of his policy would ' ney, and Russell did when they asserted En- June 30th, and Liverpool of July 1st, have [ New Church.
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reach the palace; that Andrew Jackson j glish liberty on the field and on the scaffold been received at New York by the packet
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j —as the patriots of the revolution—as Han ship Hibernia. They contain Paris dates of churches in Keunebunk-port, South-Berwickj
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite the Meeting-House. had used him for their own selfish purposes. cock did when the arbitrary measures of the the 28th of June.
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terms of the gazette and palladium.
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the
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I
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none
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and
I
| compelled them to declare him unworthy to til the second week in August.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
inst. to take into consideration the subject of
wanted and expected nothing from it. I was | be the ruler of a free people, and themselves
The result of the French elections is ascer-' constituting a church. The object of calling
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
indeed opposed to all monied monopolies, l to be free and independent. I now declare tained to be highly favorable to the ministry. them together was then stated by one of the
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
but I found that the avowed enemies of the myself free and independent! I owe no al
The Indicator of Bordeaux confirms the brethren. After which the council was or
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
United States Bank were surrounding this legiance but to my country, her constitution account of the defeat of the Spanish Carlists, ganized by choosing Rev. Mr. Tripp of Kenlisher, until all arrearages are paid.
state with a cordon of Banks, and the Bank and her laws. Under the banner on which near Pampeluna, by the- Queen’s army Of nebtink-port, President, and Rev. Mr. Wil
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for Commissioners were selected for party pur
that constitution and those laws are inscribed, 5000 men, under Lorenzo and Linares. The liams of Dover, Secretary. The throne of
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount poses, and with a view to political ends. I
—I enrol myselfand whether in the bat enemy, consisted of six battalions of Navarre grace was then addressed—after which the
charged for its insertion.
inclined to distrust the motives of their avow tle soon to be fought between the usurpations and Zalava. Two regiments of the insur letters of members dismissed from other
ed hostility. I was opposed to Banks, but of Executive power, and the principles be gents were entirely destroyed, and Quesada churches were read. The council then pro
not to the good they effected. So far as they coming American citizens, that banner shall entered Pampeluna with the convoy under ceeded to examine the articles of faith adopt
Mr. Hoffman’s Speech.
were necessary to nerve the arm of enterprise, droop in defeat, or wave in triumph, before
Gj’We invite every friend to the present and contributed to swell the flowing canvass my God I shall feel that I have done my du his charge. We find nothing of the slightest ed by those about to be constituted,—when
importance from Portugal. Admiral Napier it was voted unanimously to proceed to con
National Administration, as well as every of commerce—so far I was willing to support ty to my country.
had arrived in England.
stitute a church, to be called the Village
them,
but
no
farther.
opponent to it, to read the following remarks
Advices from Vienna slate, that a plan for Church. Voted to adjourn to the Hail. Met
But my feelings were entirely independent
extraallowances
.
the arrangement of the affairs of Belgium had according to adjournment. The doings of
of Mr. Hoffman, of New York, candidly and of the United States Bank. I looked only to
Every day brings to light new proofs of the
•carefully, and to reflect upon them seriously. the violated laws of the country, and to the loathsome corruptions of the Post Office. been submitted by the Congress to the Em the council having been read, prayer was ofperor of Russia. It is proposed to separate ered by Rev. Mr. Kelley ; Reading the scrip
Mr, H. is a gentleman universally respected, breach of that faith which had been plighted The system of extra allowances is justly ex the question concerning Luxembourg from tures by Rev. Mr. Goodale ; Sermon by Rev. <
for his talents and incorruptible integrity. He to the bank at its creation. I thought the citing the indignation of the country.—The all the other points ofcontroversy. The plan Mr. Ballard : after prayer by Rev. Mr. Wil
bank entitled to the same justice as the hum
was an officer in the Navy during the last blest individual prosecuted in your criminal people see that the pretence of giving con is said by no means to meet the views of liams, the congregation then retired to a place
tracts to the lowest bidder is a mockery ;
War—is now a leading member of the New pourts—that it should have a fair trial—that they see that the original bid, in most cases, Talleyrand and Prince Palmerston. The of much water, where two were baptized.
Brussels Moniteur contains the indictment Returned again to the Hall, where the Church
York bar and was a few months since ap the jury should be an impartial one, and is but a trifling item, an inconsiderable frac against 73 individuals, who are charged with Covenant was read—when the Right Hand
not
packed.
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scarcely
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be
taken
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account
pointed, through the influence of the Jackson
being instigators of the riots of the 5th and of Fellowship was given by Rev. Mr. Tripp
party, to an honorable and lucrative office. with it ; but the rights given to it by the in estimating the real compensation of favor 6th of April, which grew out ofthe re-pur of Kennebunk-port ; Address to the Church
people, and identified with the venerable ite partisan contractors. Let us recur to a chase of the horses of the Prince of Orange. by Rev. Mr. Merriam of Wells. The exer
Mr. H. has been a zealous and efficient sup name of Madison, were sacred and should case in point. We are indebted for most of
Don Miguel, with a suite of 150 persons, cises then closed with prayer by Rev. Mr.
porter of Gen. Jackson, from his first nomi remain untouched.
the facts to the Cincinnati Gazette.
had arrived at Genoa. He was expected to Ballard. The whole number uniting, includ
1 should exhaust myself and you by dwel
nation for the Presidency until within a few
In October, 1831, Mr. James L. Robinson fix his permanent residence in St. Petersburg ing the two baptized, was seventeen ; one
other was baptized the Sabbath following.
¡months since. Grateful for his military servi ling further on the various motives which contracted with the Post Office Department or Berlin.
presented themselves ; but I may add that
carry the mail daily from Cincinnati to
Don Carlos, ofSpain, family, and suite, It was an interesting and solemn season.
ces, reposing unbounded confidence in his when I found the Senate of the United States to
Georgetown and back again for one thousand had left Portsmouth for Gloucester Lodge,
Com.
honesty, patriotism and firmness, he has throwing themselves into the breach—that dollars a year. Instead, however, of this sum, Brompton, which had been hired for their
Kennebunk, July 21,1834.
cheerfully and ardently espoused his cause. body, which Martin Van Buren, in 1828, de he continued to receive yearly no less than residence. His other attendants, 160 persons,
He finds, however, that he has been de clared to be the guardian of the rights of the $5800—an extra of $4800, upon a contract had gone to Hamburg.
The Washington Telegraph says—Look at
States, and in a spirit of prophecy, foretold to
$1000. The Post Office Committee dis
The British government has resolved to the Administration Journals, and what do
ceived—Gen. Jackson has not fulfilled his be the only obstacle to executive encroach of
covered this fact in their late investigations. form a new settlement on the southern coast
promises—he has not faithfully discharged ments—when I found that body wantonly The Majority, consisting of Messrs. Knight, of Australia, near Spencer’s Gulf, which con you see? Bank! Bank! Monster! Hear
one of the fhorough-going Van Buren men
his duties—but he has trampled upon the assailed for the performance of their duty ; Clayton and Ewing, held up the proceeding tains a harbor, named Port Lincoln, of suffi open his mouth on politics, and you bear
constitution and the laws—he has taken steps when I heard it said that it was a useless im to merited condemnation ; but the Minority, cient capacity to contain in its three coves ail nothing but Bank ! Gold Coin ! Jackson
pediment to the operations of government,
dangerous to the stability of our institutions and dark hints? were thrown out of dispens Messrs. Grundy and Robinson, attempted to the navy of England. Captain Stuart, of the money ! No other idea, save that, and per
palliate it. These gentlemen stated that ac
and has assumed airsand power unbecoming ing with its services, 1 began indeed to trem cording to the original contract, the mail be 39th regiment, reports that 3,000,000 acres of sonal devotion to their Chief, seems to occu
the richest land he ever saw approximates on py their minds. If you say to them, that the
the President of a free people and fitting ble for the safety of the Constitution ; and tween Cincinnati and Georgetown was to St. Vincent’s Gulf, and abuts on the Murray bank question is a very insignificant one in
what
I
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run principally in the day time ; and that the River, which is navigable for large craft for comparison to the other great question, your
only for one invested with arbitrary power.
test. When the doctrine was avowed that
Mr. H. could, therefore, no longer support one man was alone responsible for all the extra sum of $4,800 was allowed because the 11000 miles in an easterly direction ; Kanga answer is—bank ! bribery ! Talk to them
contractor was subsequently required to go roo Island lies off'the entrance of these two of reform, and their answer is—Bank ! Tell
one who advanced and acted upon doctrines acts of the Executive, and the same hand almost wholly in,the night. Admit the state gulfs,
and abounds in salt, fish, seals, kanga them of the 44 millions-spent in two years—*
so alarming—so hostile to the interests of the which held the sword might also snatch the ment to be true—and it demonstrates the cor roos, and possesses a good soil. The whole a sum one-third as great as the debt of the
country as had Gen. Jackson. He has for purse, I might well fancy that I lived under a ruption and the reckless and disgraceful fa lies in latitude froiih 34 to 36 S. and in longi Revolution, and they answer you—the Bank !
monarchy less limited than that of England. voritism of the Department. If the Post
saken him and joined the Whigs. His re I believed if such principles should take root, Master General engages a contractor to carry tude E. from 136 to 140. An interesting the Gold Currency ! Tell them of the prom
feature in this establishment is, that all the ises of reform, and retrenchment, and econ
marks at the Young Men’s Meeting in New- and be nurtured by
of the, peo-1
v the approval
, , ----------a mail by day for a special amount, and then land is to be sold, and the produce is to be omy, and they change their answer to—the
York, which we publish below, cannot fail to pie, that at some future day, and under the pays him about SIX TIMES that amount expended in the encouragement of agricultu Gold Currency ! the Bank ! tell them of the
She read with interest by every ccndid and energies of some younger man, they would j merely for carrying it by night, he must be a ral families to emigrate. Il is, according to Proclamation, of the Protest, of the war con
grow up to a despotism whose branches1 dishonest squanderer of the public funds,
honest man of whatever party. To readers would overspread the land. I then knew’ no ! The statement of the Minority however is not the evidence of several officers who have ex templated to be made on South Carolina, and
amined it, a land of corn, wine and oil.
that upon Alabama, and you have the same
»of all parties we commend them.
alternative between the attachment to Andrew j true ; the Cincinnati and Georgetown mail is
answer—Bank ! bank ! bank ! Is it possible,
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From Tampico.—The sch. Shenandoah, that any people can be duped by humbugge
SPEECH OF OGDEN HOFFMAN, Esq.
not hesitate; I buckled on my armor ; and EVER SINCE THE CONTRACTOR Capt. Moore, arrived at Pensacola on the 7th ry of this kind, so gross and palpable ?
At the Great Whig Meeting in
York on here in your cause I am ready to fight ; and HAS BEEN IN THE RECEPTION OF uIt. from Tampico, which place she left on
Tuesday, last week.
here I throw myself among you. (Loud and HIS IMMENSE EXTRA ALLOWAN- the 3d. It is said that Santa Anna at the
Extraordinary Circumstance.—The follow
repeated cheering.)
CES. This is not a matter, in relation to head of a large army was operating in the ing remarkable circumstance is noticed in
u Fellow-Citizens :—For these marks of
Fellow-citizens,
1
do
not
forget
that
the
which
there
need
be
any
dispute
;
it
is
an
interior, while on the 28th ult. the town the Onondaga Standard. On the evening of
your kindness, anticipating what I am about
to say, I want words to express my gratitude. protest was followed up by a supplementary undeniable FACT—a fact with which all the and garrison of Tampico declared for him.
of the 9th ult., one of the warmest days of
document,
endeavoring
to
explain
away
its
residents
upon
the
route
and
at
both
extrem

They are soothing to me indeed, on this oc
the season, three persons in the family of a
obnoxious
features.
But
what
care
I
if
the
eties
of
it
are
familiar.
VeraCruz.—General report says, that $anta Mr. Ward, living on the turnpike a mile or
casion, where I am about to take a step more
weapon
aimed
at
my
breast
be
turned
aside
Here is a most singular developement.— Anna is receiving from the church and aristo two west of Onondaga Hill, were struck with
important than any which has marked my
political life. A step from which, if private from its mark by accident or from repent An individual who contracts to carry the mail cratic party, $80,000 per month, to sustain the paralysis at the same instant of time. There
? “ It is the attempt, and not the deed for $1000, receives nearly $6000 without be present contest against the revolutionists of were other persona in another part of the
friendships or the force ot long cherished ance
confounds me.”
ing required to extend his route a single mile 1832—and appearances go far to sustain this house who were not affected. The effect
■feelings could aught avail, I should have
It is not necessary to trespass farther on or make a single extra trip.—When the trans impression.—The interests of foreigners in this produced was precisely like that of electrici
shrunk back. If, however, in the course I
¡now adopt, I wanted aught to cheer me on, your patience. The usurpations of the Ex action becomes the subject of Congressional country are, in a great degree, disregarded by ty. At the time it took place, a thunder
besides the kindly demonstrations my pres ecutive, and the attempt to substitute his ar investigation, two members of the Senate, both parties, and the solemnity of treaties set shower was passing at about two miles dis
ence here has called forth, I should find it in bitrary will for the voice of the people, are, aided by the Post Master General and his at defiance ; in fact the people generally have tance, and it is stated that at the moment the
the example of the venerable man who has in one word, the causes which have roused subordinate officers, and speaking in the name no idea of the respect due to treaties, nor the persons injured fell, a strong flash of light
just addressed you. (Here Mr. Hoffman me. Of General Jackson 1 will not, I can and behalf of his Department, make an elab representatives of other governments, further ning was perceived, but it was not accompa
pointed to General Root.) He is identified not speak unkindly. I deeply lament that orate Report, stating that the contractor re than their own private and selfish interest nied, or followed immediately, by thunder.
with my earliest recollections of the old re his laurels have been tarnished by listening ceives his enormous extra allowances for may lead them.
publican party—and, fellow citizens, it is a to the advice of false friends. I would not transporting the mail in the night ; and this
The Hagerstown Mail says
“ We learn
A bloody affray occurred in Baldwin Co.
proud consolation to me to reflect, that if I am tear one leaf from his brow. 1 am willing statement turns out to be A FALSEHOOD Mo. on the 5th ult. Since the first of Janu that on Monday afternoon last, hail-stones, of
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s
■sinning against consistency, 1 am sinning with
ary last a misunderstanding had existed, be an unusually large size, fell in the neighbor
him who has been regarded as the patriarch defence should adorn the brightest page in last, by daylight.
tween a Mr. Singleton and a Mr. English, in hood of Bakersville, in this county. Many
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lay
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facts
be

■of that party. That I have turned with him the military annals of our country ; but I am
regard to the right of possession of certain of them were 8, 10, and even 12 inches in
fore
the
public
:
comment
might
weaken
—
from the trammels of that party to the sup unwilling that that glory should play upon
negroes.
They had for several months prior circumference—weighing from one quarter
it
could
not
strengthen
them.
If
there
exists
port of our constitution and laws. Permit the free Institutions of our country, like the
to
the
4th
ult. been in the possession of S. to three quarters of a pound.—One, whicfr
on
earth
an
institution
more
unblushingly
cor

me—for it does not become me to stir up rays of the sun on a palace of ice, melting and
On
the
4th,
two ofE’s. sons, taking with was picked up at Maj. Baker’s, weighed a
your minds to a mutiny of rage—to stale wasting it away, while it beautifies and illu rupt than the Post Office, we know not to them 7 or 8 whites'and blacks, proceeded to pound. A cow owned by Mr. Galeon, was
ward
which
of
the
thirty
two
points
of
the
mines
it.
I
am
willing
that
on
the
eighth
of
calmly and deliberately the motives which
the plantation of Singleton and took posses struck by two of them and killed. The dam
govern me in the step I have taken. And January, the brilliant achievement of New compass to look for it.
sion of the negroes, one of whom, expressing age done to corn was not very considerable,
Louisville
{Ky.)
Journal.
Orleans
should
be
held
up
to
the
enthusiasm
you will pardon me for this allusion to my
a determination not to be taken, was killed as but few fell.”
self, for it is the first public occasion I have and admiration of his country, but I am more
on the spot. Singleton and his son, imme
([^
“
Nothing
is
more
certain
than
that
the
had, and it is perhaps the only one I shall willing that on the fourth of March, the Con
of Wednesday evening
diately after receiving information of what [From the Boston Transcript
13lh inst.]
&
have, to allude to the subject. 1 stand before stitution should be substituted as alone wor whole South is deserting Jackson. Virginia had been done, set out for the purpose of in
has
taken
her
stand
;
South
Carolina
has
long
you as an office-holder, and slander has al thy of the homage of an independent people.
tercepting
the
Englishes
and
their
party
THE
CHARLESTOWN
OUTRAGE.
been
opposed
to
him
and
to
his
measures
;
I am aware, fellow-citizens, that for this
ready been busy with'my name. I hold not
on the road. On the morning of the 5th
We rejoice that no occasion arose last
my office from a Whig majority. It is known step, I shall be a mark for the obloquy of the and Louisiana grows more and more decided. both parties met—the Englishes and the Sin night for the application of any of the m6ans
North
Carolina,
Alabama,
and
Mississippi
are
party
I
have
left
—
or
rather,
I
should
say,
the
to you, that besides the Aidermen, all the
gletons had each a double barrelled gun. An provided by the authorities and the citizens
Judges of the Court of Common Pleas, form party who have left me. I believe that the following, and in Georgia the Whigs will affray ensued in which one of the Englishes generally, for the preservation of good order.
triumph
in
the
fall
elections,
and
the
Tory
party
has
pure
and
disinterested
men
in
its
the appointing power to the office which I
and young Singleton were killed,—the other Large numbers of volunteers acted as special
fill. Of these a majority are Jackson men. ranks. I leave among them warm, ardent, candidates for Congress will be defeated.
English was, it is supposed, mortally constables and watchmen duping the night,
Hallowell Advocate.
I turn, therefore, from those whose power and sincere friends. If there be a Jackson
wounded and several others were wounded, the firemen were on the alert, and the Inde
might harm me, to those who cannot. Why man present, I would ask him to ponder on [From the Georgia Telegraph, a Jackson paper.] but it is believed not dangerously.
pendent companies had made arrangements
“In reviewing some of the recent acts of
then, thus situated, am I found a stranger these things. I would ask him whether the
for very prompt attendance in case of neces
among you ? the answer is at hand—my con principles here complained of may not be his (Jackson’s) administration, notwithstand
There was a furious thunderstorm in New sity, but fortunately none of their services
ing our long cherished recollections in his buryport, on Thursday last. . The wind blew were required.
science would not let me remain with a party visited upon his children’s children.
favor,
still
there
are
many
acts
which
our
so

whose principles! could not approve.
They shrink from the charge of deserting
a gale, the rain fell in torrents, and for hours
The violation of the tomb iq, the garden,
I was an early supporter of Andrew Jack- the party ; but when is this devotion to party ber judgment must condemn. The removal the thunder and lightning were incessant. alone, would seem sufficient to-justify the
son, too early perhaps, for 1 supported his to cease ? Are they blindly to follow the of the deposites—A HIGH-HANDED Here there was nothing of the kind ; the severest
l
censure. The feeling» with which,
pretensions at a time when it was as much steps of a man whose course they may have MEASURE, INEXPEDIENT AND UN- weather was every thing that could be de- ;yesterday morning, we witnessed therudeextreason to the party to be his friend as it is approved, though they lead to a precipice. I CALLED FOR—several of his later messa sired. Occasionally, in the intervals of a no posure of those remains to the, glare of day,
now treason to doubt the wisdom of a single If they now continue on, and like him who ges, to which, neither in TEMPER nor ble speech, we heard the rumbling of the dis- iand the gate of an indiscriminate multitude,
measure he has adopted. I believed that reared on the ruins of the French republic, a PRINCIPLE, can we subscribe—abuses in tant thunder, but it seemed only like the echo are
i
such as we hope may never be aroused
his elevation to power would shed a lustre splendid despotism, he should declare him the exercise of the appointing power—all of a peal of artillery to the patriotic send- again.
<
over the land he had so gloriously defended. self Consul for life, will it then not be deser press upon our mind the conviction, that the ment.—Salem Gazette.
The destruction of the Bishop’s Lodge, in
I hailed with joy the late demonstrations of tion to leave him ? Or, if in progress of wisest and best are liable to error.”
front of the Convent, has not excited much
respect which greeted him on every side. ambition, he should convert the highest
We are happy to learn, that there is now comment ; but we cannot forbear expressing
But when I saw that in the midst of those earthly honor—the Presidential chair—into a
“ Why is it that the opposition party no doubt who perpetrated the atrocious deed our regret—especially since the publication
demonstrations, and when the gratitude of throne of his power, will it then cease to be throughout the country, who so lately pro
of the course adopted by that prelate on this
thousands was as it were, poured like a flood treason to abandon him ? When, then, is fessed to be proud of being called National of poisoning Mr. Barker’s horses. We have occasion—that a large and valuable library,
heard
the
suspected
person
named,
for
some
around his course, he had determined to grat the time to leave him ? When you believe Republicans, have now thrown aside that
consisting of classical and other works, should
ify his personal hostility to an institution, by his measures are calculated to destroy the name and with great apparent satisfaction days, freely ; but the circumstances would have been utterly consumed in the common
hardly have warranted an arrest. More, and
a step in violation of the Constitution ;— liberties of the land, or are you to wait till his adopted the monarchical name of Whig.”
sufficient proof, we are told this morning, has ruin which overwhelmed the whole estab
when I found that a Secretary acting under power is resistless ? But we have never
Portland Jeffersonian.
been discovered, and if the report is true he lishment ; not a single book was saved.
a conscientious sense of duty, was rudely sworn allegiance to Andrew Jackson ; we
Answer:—
will undoubtedly be made to suffer severely,
thrust from office, to make room for a more have sworn allegiance to the principles which
“ 1 consider the party division of WHIG and
Protest against Protest.—Louisiana, which
pliant tool, through whose agency a removal raised him to power. Or if we have sworn, TORY the most wholesome which can exist for his malicious and repeated indulgence in voted unanimously for Gen. Jackson in 1832,
most barbarous and unpardonable mode
of the public treasury from the hands in at least we may be allowed to insert the pro in any Government, and well worthy of being the
has now sent him a decisive protest against his
which the people placed it, was effected— viso in the oath of the Arragonese of the nourished to keep out those of a more danger of gratifying his desire for revenge.
enormous “ protest” to the Senate and all his
Lowell
Journal,
July
29.
seeing all this, I pondered ; I could not sup 15th century, in swearing allegiance to a ous character.”
Jei’E£R3on.
monarchical doctrines—
port him—and so I told my party ; and when Spanish monarch. “We, each of whom is
Against bis corrupt appointments to office—
The New York Courier of Saturday, says :
the memorial approving the removal of the as good as you, and who together are strong
Mr. Tipton, U. S. Senator from Indiana, —“ We learn from Philadelphia that letters
Against his presumptuous conduct in bully
public treasury, came to me from those to er than you, swear obedience to you, ifyou has published an address to his constituents have been received in that city, stating that the ing the Senate and bribing the House—
whom I owed so much, I told them that I maintain our rights, if not, not.” But he has since his return among them, in which he President was confined to his bed by illness
Against his seizure of the public moneys—
owed allegiance to no party who might re not maintained our rights, and our allegiance makes it quite manifest that he has done al near Nashville, and that his recovery was
Against his corruptions of the press—
quire me to do what my conscience did not is dissolved. If we have departed from our together with Jacksonism. The truth is, all despaired of.”
Against his destruction of the protective
approve, and I believed the removal unwise, allegiance, it is as the Barons of Runymede the honest Jacksonmen in name, are no Jacksystem and of American interests—and
unnecessary and inexpedient—I would not departed
ucpncu from
num theirs
iubus when
wnen they
mey forced
torce from sonmen
i
Against all his usurpations !
at heart, if they dared to say so.
The Secretary of the Naw, and Board of Commis
and I did not sign it—but still I hesitated. I' the hands of the reluctant John, thei magna
vVew Orleans Argus, July 15.
JV. K In*
sioners, arrived at Boston on Wednesday, 13th inst.

of his country. They believe the Bank is enti
for four years held an office under President
Well may the people complain that the ?
tled to a fair trial—that it ought not to be con
Jackson, and was his early supporter. Yet he predictions of the friends of separation are
demned unheard. Its charter will soon expire.
address
abandons a lucrative office, rather than wear not verified. But these were founded on the
Let it die in peace. If it has conducted wrong
TO THE PEOPLE OF THE COUNTY a collar and sell his freedom for gold. He hypothesis that the affairs of the State would >
SATURDAY, AUGUST 23, 1834.
fully refuse its petition for a renewal ofits char
OF YORK.
of knew that bis powers of mind were given by be properly administered. The advocates ap
ter—if it has had too much power or too many
ADOPTED AT THE WHIG COUNTY CONVENTION
Whig Womieatioiis.
his Creator to be used for nobler purposes separation had n< apprehension that the peo
privileges, but has not transgressed the limits
HELD AT ALFRED AUGUST 12, 1834.
ple
would
indulge,
for
a
moment,
such
prod

and he would not pervert them by sanction
Fellow Citizens,—Nations and States, ing error, to please any mortal man. Mr. igality. Much less did they anticipate, that ELECTION, SEPTEMBER 8, 1834. set by its charter, curtail its power, lessen its
privileges and give it a charter which will be
as well as individuals, in order to secure pros Churchill who gave the only electoral vote our north eastern territory would be bartered
FOR GOVERNOR,
more acceptable to the people. Give it no
perity and happiness, must act rationally. in New England for Jackson, at his first elec away, to bolster up the popularity of Andrew
‘exclusive privileges’—build up no‘monied
We, as a people, did not act rationally in tion, is now openly opposing his wild, perni Jackson. Who could have predicted that
PEIÆG SPRAGUE
monopolies’—no ‘ aristocratic institutions.’
electing Gen. Jackson to the Presidency. cious and destructive policy. And it is be the time would ever come, that our best lands
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS,
Such, we believe, are the sentiments of a
We were without evidence of his capacity— lieved that thousands who have been deceiv would thus be squandered away, an immense
large majority of the Whigs in relation to
we had much evidence of the violence and ed by false representations in this State, or territory with the jurisdiction, surrendered
HORACE PORTER.
this institution. Why, pray, are they account
impetuosity of his temper.—When he was have been drawn into the support of Jackson to the British, to purchase the smiles of the
FOR SENATORS,
able for its sins ? Why should they be term
first nominated for the Presidency, the Rich by the strength of party discipline, are now President ? These things have happened,
ed ‘ Bankites’—or why should it be said of
mond Enquirer said his election would be a seeing their error and abandoning it, as the and these are the causes of the failure of these
ELLIS B. USHER,
that they are ‘ influenced by the Bank’
curse to the country, although at that time his best atonement they can make to their inju predictions.
JEREMIAH 8. PUTNAM. them
—or ‘ bought up by the Bank’ ?—These cries
wanton attack upon the currency could not red, suffering country.
The truth is, we have been deluded by
COTTON LINCOLN.
of the Tories are mere electioneering cant—
have been foreseen. On the 25th of May
To effect a reform in the national govern noisy demagogues, by “ third rate county
a miserable trick to sustain a miserable cause.
FOR COUNTY TREASURER,
1824, the Eastern Argus says, speaking of ment, we must commence the work at home, court lawyers”—-men who knew little and
—The Bank is a trifling matter compared
Jackson, “ He might have been a useful man and remove from our State government, the cared less, for the interests of the State, and
ARCHIBALD SMITH.
with the liberties of the people. It is not to
in ancient Rome, had he lived in some of her complying, obsequious tools of despotism,
who
tread
them all in the „dust,7 if
CD jJVLJSlIJj
»» I» v would
’’
w* vi be taken into consideration at all, at a time
troublous times, and been appointed Dictator and elect, tor
Kennebunk Awake !—The call for a like the present, when a violated Constitution
for liovernor,
Governor, one who is “ <no man’s i thereby they could mount one round on the
to guide and govern her precarious destinies ;
A very numerous and respectable
T..~ counsels of those
—
man."
-------- I ladder of promotion.. The
or he might be useful in Modern Mexico, convention, assembled at Augusta, from all who made us a State are set at naught. The meeting ofthe Whigs of this town, on Mon and disregarded laws are calling upon us for
where it is said they are now calling for a parts of the Slate, on the 31st of July, have policy of our first administration is abandoned day evening last, was well responded to. preservation—when that liberty which is our
supreme Dictator to combine and give ener nominated such a candidate. In this nomi and nothing has succeeded but a scramble to Seldom or never have we seen a political boast and our glory is endangered—and when
the efforts of every honest and patriotic citi
gy to the distracted powers of the country. nation the whigs of York County most cor distribute the offices and the property.
meeting in this town so well attended. It
But the General, in our apprehension, is not dially concur. PELEG SPRAGUE has
When such men as F. O. J. Smith, Nathan was organized by the choice of Capt. Henry zen are needed in the work of preserving our
institutions, restoring our national character,
the man to take the lead under our refined been long known to you. He needs not our Clifford, Gorham Parks, Doct. Mason wield
system of government, and our well regulated praises. Under his administration our State the destinies of the State, what better can you Kingsbury, as Chairman, and of Mr. Heber and the prosperity and happiness of the peo
code of laws. When there is no law, a man would
Gowen, as Secretary. The meeting then pro ple.
Such imported Ipatriots are brought
VVOUitl be
Dt? Irespected,
v&fJUvlUU $ cllivl
and UUl
our public
pUMlJv treasure
UtzcA&Lilv I expect
v ** J-*v ?
•
E5
is excusable for being a law unto himself ; he preserved, instead of which it has been squan- here for what they can get, and are to pay ceeded to ballot for a candidate for Repre
[From the Maine Democrat.}
can only look to his own judgment for a rule dered, dissipated by the most senseless prod for it by keeping the State under the rule of
Extract from a letter to the Editor, dated
of conduct. But when Society is established igality. It is painful to see how our public such a miscreant as Isaac Hill. What does sentative to the State Legislature from this
AUGUST 16, 1834.
Under good and wholesome laws, the man domain has been wasted, in the hands of in Hill care for our public land or public money, town. Every vote, except one, was given for Dear Sir—From KENNEBUNK,
an article in the Kennebunk Ga>
who would take advantage of the military competent and unfaithful agents. It is hoped but that both should be distributed to pur
^ette of this morning, relative to the appropriation for
JAMES LORD,
power, to effect his purposes in violation of that the people, who own the property, are chase the State for Jackson, and retain it for who was declared to be selected as the Whig the erection of a Stone Pier at the entrance of Kenne
bunk River, 1 perceive that Mr. Remich is endeavoring
the laws, or who could bend existing laws to waking up, and examining this subject, and ; Van Baren ? If the people will listen, they
candidate for Town Representative, and a to manufacture ' Rumors’ relative to the employment
suit existing circumstances, must be consid that they will apply the Remedy.
will learn that they have been sold, bartered
men upon the work, and will slate for the informa
Resolution Was unanimously adopted, ap of
ered loo dangerous a character to be clothed
tion of all, who may feel any interest on the subject,
The convention have also agreed unani away by crafty demagogues, seeking their
with the highest civil authority in the land.” mously to recommend Horace Porter of own exclusive profit. If they will not listen proving the nomination and expressing the that the contemplated new Pier has not yet been com
If these remarks of the Argus were just and Kennebunk, as a candidate for representative they will feel the truth of these remarks when determination to use all fair and honorable menced, and probably will not be this season, any fur
ther than to examine some granite quarries in the vi
true then, they are no less so now. After to Congress, and Ellis B. Usher, Jeremiah it shall be too late.
INVESTIGATOR.
cinity, to ascertain if suitable stone can be obtained
means to ensure his election.
his election to the Presidency, we see and S. Putnam, and Cotton Lincoln, for
near the premises for the work in question. Satisfacto
A resolution was also adopted unanimous ry examination has not yet been made, but present ap
feel the same arbitrary course of conduct, on Senators to the State Legislature. These
THE POST OFFICEREPORT.
a more extended scale, and vastly more per men are also known to you, and are worthy
The Post Office Report, with all the docu ly, approving the nominations made by the pearances indicate that stone of the dimensions requi
nicious to his countrymen. He sets out with being honored with your confidence and sup ments ordered to be printed by the Senate, is State and County Whig Conventions. Re red for the improvements at this place cannot be obtain
ed here without difficulty, if at all ; and it is probable
the principle of rewarding his friends and port. By electing these candidates we shall lying upon our table. In looking over the
they must be procured from Cape Ann, or some other
punishing.his enemies ; claims all thea offices lake one important step towards securing our appendix, we found a list of mail contractors marks were offered by several gentlemen. places abroad.
us bis private property to be distributed at his political institutions from the grasp of despo in the several States with the amount of ex And then the meeting was adjourned until
Col. Thayer, of the corps ofUniled States Engi
pleasure. All subordinate officers are only tism, and restoring prosperity to our country. tra allowances paid to each contractor. In Ol^Tuesday evening next, August 26, at neers, has direction of the work, and will without doubt
see
that justice is done it. This information Mr. Rem
his tenents at will, removable at his nod. He While we continue to be represented by men the table of Massachusetts, we found, to our Union Hall, at i past 7 o’clock, when and
ich coukt have had from almost any person in the streets,
claims the right to disregard the decisions of who are bound in the fetters of party, or who utter surprise, that Mr. Jesse Smith, of this
without the article alluded to, had it suited his purpose
the Supreme Court and of Congress, and to are ever ready to bow down before the golden town, one of the largest mail contractors in where a general and punctual attendance is as well.
Your ob’l serv’t,
B. PALMER.
annul treaties ; to dispense with the laws and cal/ and worship, we have no right to expect the State, was marked as having received an requested.
the constitution, or execute them only as he that the public interests will bo regarded and extra allowance of $726 92. Having always
We
publish
the
above
with
pleasure.
The
THE BANK.
understands them ; to take possession of the secured. It is our own folly and our own understood that Mr. Smith bad not only nev
The Jackson party pretend that the great pier business is situated just as we thought it
treasure of the country and to place it where fault if we do not by an intelligent exercise of er received any extra allowance, but had not
question to be decided at the approaching ! was—we did not expect the contemplated
he pleases, and denies the power of Congress
the elective franchise, avert the downward even been able to obtain the sums due by election, is “ Bank or no Bank." The Whigs, new pier would be commenced this season,
to take it out of his hands. After having course of things. We have now an oppor contract, we called upon him for information,
j and, it appears, we were right. But why our
brought distress and ruin upon thousands in tunity. In the Republics which have existed and he informed us that he had never, to his they say, are for perpetuating the existence of Collector should have erected a blacksmith’s
this
great
‘
monied
monopoly,
’
while
the
To

every part of the country, he turns a deaf ear for a season and then have passed away, knowledge, received any extra allowance, had
ries or Jacksonmen are laboring to destroy shop, furnishedit with tools,, and employed
to their petitionsand remonstrances, and de
three workmen to make drills, &c. &c.—
Liberty has reeled for a while between the never claimed any, and had never before heard
nies to them the poor privilege of complain extremes of anarchy and despotism, till she of it. And this is not the only instance in a monster which is so dangerous to the lib why he should strut about town so much
erties
of
the
people.
It
is
not
the
fad,
that
ing.
finally sunk down into the callous, sullen which money has been charged under this the question at issue is “ Bank or no Bank.” and make so many applications to individuals
He has defeated the. most important and I has
to work on the pier, when the examination of
gloom of the latter. It has been predicted head, that has doubtless been squandered by
salutary measures, after they had receivedf) II also that the same would be, sooner or later, the corrupt satellites of Major Barry. If the The Whigs are contending for a higher ob some granite quarries was the only work con
the sanction of the combined wisdom of bothy the fate of American liberty. That it may Major will send on the $726 92 to our res ject than the continuance of the charter of a templated this season, is a little mysterious.
houses of Congress, by the arbitrary use of
| not, we rely upon the intelligence and virtue pected townsman, we can assure him it will Banking company. They n»e contending
We are not informed whether the Collect
his veto. We allude particularly to his veto0 I! of
pay nearly half the interest which is due to for the Supremacy of the Laws, for the preser or is legally authorized even to examine these’
the
American
people.
If
all
distinctions
vation
of
the
Constitution.
The
Jackson
par

on the Bill providing for an equitable distri
1 between vice and virtue, between truth and him for sums long unpaid by his bankrupt ty, headed by office holders and expectants, ‘ granite quarries?
bution of the proceeds from the public lands. ! falsehood, are to be confounded, we cannot department.—Taunton Whig.
The Collector seems to think we might
are fighting to keep the administration in
Had this Bill received his sanction, it would i
i rationally expect an exemption from the compower—right or wrong, “ fit or unfit”—but have easily ascertained that the work was un
have given to this State about $100,000, an-|
Mail Contracts.—We inserted on Friday knowing that the acts of the President are der the direction of Col. Thayer. We very
doom of those republics which are now
Dually, at a time when it is much needed ; ;!mon
1
an article from the Taunton Whig, by which indefensible, knowing that he has violated well knew it ought to be. But these are
instead of having it squandered among the lIno
1 more.
it appears, that Mr. Jesse Smith, one of the I his pledges, broken treaties, disregarded the strange times—laws seem now to be value
favorites of the President. Cabinets, which
From the Portland Advertiser.
Mail Contractors in this State, has no knowl Constitution and'the Laws, set the Senate at less-good old customs are forsaken—and
for the interest of the country should be in a
edge of the extra-allowance, amounting to defiance, refused to listen to the petitions office-liolders assume to control the People—
degree permanent, have been repeatedly dis
NO. 5.
,upwards of $700, which be is charged with
hence our doubts.
solved by his breath. Ministers have been
UNPARALLELED PRODIGALITY. , receiving, in the documents appended to the of the people and advanced doctrines hos
The Collector intimates that we ‘ manufac
tile
to
liberty
and
offensive
to
every
lover
compelled to leave his councils, or their inde
It is understood that Mr. King condemned jreportfof the Post Office Committee. The
tured’ the rumor which we noticed last week.
pendence has withered at the touch of des- the
j
policy of selling these lands at the time ]list of Contractors, and of the sums paid to of his country, they do not attempt any Almost every individual in the village knows
potic power.—With these facts before us we they were sold, and recommended a loan, (them respectively, which is one of those doc thing like a defence of his course, but en- that intimation to be unjust—false.
are-constrained to arrive at the conclusion, that ‘ (which
(
could have been negotiated at less than ,uments, was, we presume, furnished to the ; deavor to divert the attention of the people
from his conduct, by a continued and vocif-j We , thank the Collector for the above tetthe government is in the hands of one man— | five per cent.,) to complete the public build- committee
(
We ask . the- people of
by the officers of the Post Office
, this.. town
, ■ to rread
that we have the forms of liberty remaining, ings, and to wait for an opportunity to bring Department. In the Blue Book, the same erous outcry of Bank—Bank-Bank—and at j.
same time
to
create
a prejudice
against,f H-to r»compare
its statements
w.th Ins profeslUU 9CIU1C?
LllJltu
LU (51
oclLvs a
uiciuuivu »¿taniai
r.
r
but a despotism in fad. We have none of the lands into market when they might en fact is also stated. The regular compensation the
their opponents, bv strenuously insisting that s,on3 f,,r a few weeks past. It will throw
the advantages of the contributions of many ’ sure a fair price. He was also in favor of of
» .
.w
.
wnmt» now liirhfr rm thia muruc
, Mr. Smith, according to his contract, is . . '
their great object in opposing the administra some new light on this man’s character. But
minds to guide and govern our national af purchasing out Massachusetts, whereby we there
,
set down as being $4414 00, and the tion is to protect this Bank.
we need not extend our comments. Let the
fairs. Corruption has become the order of,'could have made a bargain which would have annual
.
amount of his extra-allowance, as
people make their own comments.
If
the
question
is
‘
Bank
or
no
Bank
’
—
if
the day. The people’s representatives are secured us a fund, whose income would have $726
.
92. This portion of the Blue Book is
looking to the President for information, or paid the ordinary and extraordinary expenses prepared in conformity with the requisitions the Whigs are laboring for the rechartering
We were in an error last week in stating
are bound in the fetters of a party devoted to of the State.
, of a law, passed in 1832, which provides that of this ‘ monied monopoly,’ why have the
his will. Thev dare not disobey the man
This last measure was opposed in the Le it shall contain a correct statement of all al Whigs of Cumberland County nominated that Mr. J. Tucker, jun. was Cashier of the'
dates of the Kitchen Cabinet. If they should gislature, and the lands were said to be actu lowances made by the Post Master General Mr. Churchill, an open and avowed enemy Manufacturers’ Bank in Saco. He held the
they would expect to be hunted down by a ally worthless. It was answered and insisted between Sept. 30, 1831, and Sept. 30, 1833, to the U. S. Bank, as a candidate for member situation when that institution commenced
pensioned press. The whole power of the that this purchase would be a great bargain, “discriminating the sum paid as stipulated of Congress ? Again, if this is the question, operations. We also stated that be belonged
exécutive would be brought to bear upon and though it might not produce immediate by the original contract and the sum as addi why has Louisiana, North Carolina, South
them. When Gen. Jackson came into pow profit, the benefit to posterity would be incal tional allowance.” There would seem there Carolina and Georgia deserted the adminis to Saco. We believe he resides in Biddeford.
er the country was prosperous, and remained culable. But a member (we believe of the fore, to be an extraordinary mistake some tration, when it is an undeniable fact, that the These errors were unintentional and surely
so while its policy remained unchanged. Do Portland delegation) inquired “ Who is this where relative to the compensation of Mr. Southern planters are most implacable oppo unimportant. We perceive, however, that
mestic industry was prosperous. The reve posterity ? What did he ever do for me ? Smith and one which requires some explana nents to the Bank ?
The Whigs are not, as a party, apologists some high-minded, gentlemanly scribbler for a
nue was meeting all the ordinary expenses of (i He never helped me a dollar, and why tion.
for or defenders of the Bank. Some of the Jackson paper has seized upon them as mattersthe government, and rapidly discharging the :! should I care for him”? By such arguments
In connexion with this fact, we will allude
public debt. The national faith was preser- |■ or others equally cogent, we let the opportu- again to another which has been already most prominent men of the Jackson party, of some consequence. We notice also that
ved. Our national character stood high, !j nity slip, and these lands are gone into the mentioned, and which is very similar in char as well as some of the most prominent men Mr. Tucker is attacked in the office holders*
The currency was sound, and the public | hands of speculators who are making enor acter to the above. A bid was taken, at among the opponents of the administration, organ with much bitterness. He had the in
treasure was safely deposited where the law 1 mous profits, while the settlements of the $1000, for the transportation of the mail from are friends to the Bank. In proof of this we
had placed it. The country was rapidly ira- State are retarded and public and private Georgetown to Cincinnati. An alleged “ im refer to the votes in Congress on questions dependence to throw off the shackles of the
connected with that Institution.— Why is it, party and the floodgates of abuse are open
proving and all who had a disposition to work | prosperity are alike blasted.
provement” was subsequently made, for
could find profitable employment.-—True, I We say, it cannot be, that the subject of which the department undertook to pay the then, that the Whigs are better entitled to ed upon him. Simply because he expressed
the sun continues to rise, showers to descend,)the
,
public lands has been understood by those contractor the trifling sum of four thousand the appellation of ‘ Bankites’ than the Tories ? his views of the administration and its.meas
The Whigs believe that a National Bank
and the earth to yield its increase ; but for whose business it was to guard the welfare dollars more. The Committee on the Post
ures, he is assaulted with gross personalities,
these, we are not indebted to the beneficial of
, the State, unless they have wantonly abu Office inquired into the nature of this im is necessary, and that that Bank should not
influences of our national government.
.
sed
their trust. And what excuse have the provement, and were told that the mail was be under the exclusive control of the Presi mean insinuations and that species of coarse
Our annual expenses have been increased legislature and executive departments of the now carried in twelve hours, instead of four dent or any other officer of the government. arid offensive language which, to say th#
about 8 millions of dollars, while the public Government, for not understanding all about teen, and was transported by night, instead And in this a large majority of Gen. Jack least, is far from being creditable to its author.
revenue has been greatly diminished. The them ?—The cause of this ignorance real or of by day, as formerly. Now we learn from son’s friends agree with them. There are
national faith has been violated and our na pretended—real in many, pretended by a fete,| the Cincinnati papers, that the fact is perfect very few who profess to believe a National And all this miserable stuff* is sanctioned by a
tional character tarnished. The currency partizans. Let the eagle eyed speculator ly notorious, that the mail in question, is not Bank unnecessary, or, indeed, who do party professing to be ‘ exclusive1 republicans»
has been deranged, and the public treasure alone, the people are to be kept ignorant of now, and never has been a night mail ; and not profess to believe that it is absolutely ne —They would deny the right of private judg
Scattered to the winds, while the industrious the value of the property, and he is then that, so far from being carried through in cessary.—Why then should the Whigs be ment—the privilege of speech. He who
seek in vaimtheir accustomed reward. When without a competitor, and nine tenths of the twelve hours, its transportation is not accom denounced as favorable to the growth of
judgé . McLean, left the Post Office Depart price which he gives is to turn Jacksonite plished in fourteen. But in addition to this “ monied aristocracies” more than the Tories ? dares to think or act differently from them
But then, it may be asked, why do the is denounced, ridiculed, nick-named, belied.
ment it was well arranged, with skilful, hon and use his influence for “ the party.” Illus the person who is said to have entered into
est clerks ; not only solvent, but with 230,000 trations of this last remark will be found in this “ improvement” contract with the depart Whigs generally vindicate the Bank against This is no supposed case. Such a state of
dollars in bank. It is now $800,000 in debt. the cases of the Land Agent (Irish,) Mr. Wm. ment, positively denies having done so. The the assaults of the Tories ? The answer is at things actually exists. Do the peopfe approve
This is onlÿ a specimen ofthe mismanage- Emerson and Mr. Joshua Carpenter, and Post Master General testified that the com hand. The Whigs believe the Bank has been such a course ? Do they think it can be a
¡pent of Gem Jackson’s subalterns.
several others to which we intend to allude. pensation of four thousand dollars for the unjustly persecuted—that its directors have
good cause which needs such conduct to sus
’• •• Our opposition to his rule is notfactious, If some have taken the bait without being improvement was fixed by a Mr. Chiles: who been slandered and its usefulness underval
'but'h'onest an^ .rational. One year ago, we caught by the hook, it and only proves that has publicly disclaimed “ so absurd a decis ued. They do not believe the stories about tain it ?
its bribing editors and lawyers, or that it has
were all preparing to pay him respect as the this was a bold experiment, yet in many cases ion as that attributed to him by the Post Mas undertaken to rule the country, or that it en
President of the Nation. New England ex- these favorites have paid the consideration ter General.” Here is another very serious
Cumberland.—-The official account of the
dangers the liberties of the country, &c. &c.
' ' hibited 5> disposition to forget the past, and and have played true to the cause to which mistake, which that officer will do well to They have no evidence that these charges proceedings of the Whig County Convention,
'gave a most ui)e„qui vocal pledge to try him they were purchased.
explain, before he prepares a new address for are true.—They do not believe that it has for Cumberland, held at Gray, on the 8th inst.
We have heard something of the illegal the purpose of abusing the Committee.
in. future by his "works. “ Since that time
attempted willfully to oppress the People and has been published. A series of spirited
the country'1 has undergone a great and dis- and unauthorised contract by Irish with Car
Boston Patriot.
to “ buy up men like cattle in the market,”— and pertinent resolutions and an excellent ad
astrous change, in its business and prosperity. penter, and the indefinite contract with Emer
dress to the Electors were adopted. The
Ohio.—It has been stated in several papers because they have no evidence that such are meeting was addressed by Messrs. Fessenden,
A severe-depression has prevailed, through son for “ the burnt timber,” and have had a
the
facts.
They
believe
that
the
Public
out every portion of the United States, limit hint or two of the facilities given to the pres that two candidates for Governor, Gen. Find Treasure was safe in the Bank and that it Codman and Kinsman of Portland, Weld of*
ed to no section, or class or pursuit. Its ent Governor, which have made him so lay and Gen. Vance, have been nominated by
Brunswick and Woodman of Minot.—Mr.
range has been wide, deep and destructive.” “ purse proud” that every citizen in Bruns the Whigs, and would divide their votes at was a faithful fiscal agent of the Government James C. Churchill of Portland was nomiiaa—
and
that
having
paid
the
government,
fifteen
This change has been effected, without the wick must look up to him, if not “ turn out” the approaching election. It appears that hundred thousand dollars for the privilege of ted as a candidate for Member of Congress.
agency of the people or their representatives to let him have the whole street. And we the former gentleman has renounced Jack- keeping the Public Deposites, it was, so long Messrs. James B. Cahoon of Portland, David
in Congress, by the arbitrary act of one man. know “ a thing or two” of certain gentlemen sonism, but that some of the Whigs who
it discharged its trust with fidelity, entitled Dunlap of Brunswick, Clement H. Humphrey
It is against this, and the arbitrary doctrines in Augusta, whose official stations have ser were dissatisfied with his nomination, brought as
to
this
privilege—and they believe that the of Gray and Samuel Farnsworth of Bridgton
avowed by the President, that as republicans ved to whet their avarice and replenish their forward the name of Gen. Vance. The lat
Bank
did so discharge its trust, and that for State Senators, Royal Lincoln of Portland,
ter gentleman has, however, declined the
and whigs, we most solemnly protest. We private purses.
there
was
no good cause for their removal, and for County Treasurer. The Whigs of Cum
“ The times are out ofjoint,’’and have been nomination, being unwilling to risk a divis
find the great state of Virginia protesting
berland are awake and we predict that their
against these alarming strides of power ; this so too long. The patronage from the public ion of the party. The contest will therefore they are induced to entertain these opinions exertions will be crowned with success.
from
an
examination
of
well
authenticated
lands,
the
militia
claims,
the
Bank
tax,
&c.
&c.
be
between
Gen.
Findlay
and
Governor
Lu

stalking abroad of despotism, in a land of
freemen. We find the state of Louisiana have nearly ruined us. With this vast ex cas, who is the administration candidate. Public Documents, the reports of exam
Th® Jeffersonian has declared its determi
protesting. We find many of the most dis penditure of money and lands, our debt is in The Whig papers speak with confidence of ining committees and the votes of both nation not to support Mr. F. O. J. Smith for
tinguished statesmen ofthe country, who ad creased three /old—Bank Tax, 20,000—Militia the probability of the success of the former. Houses of Congress. They believe that re-election to Congress.
Gen. Jackson’s conduct in regard to the re
Boston Patriot.
vocated the election of Gen. Jackson, protest money, $132,000—and Public Lands, 1,000,moval of the public deposites, was unauthor
ing. We find distinguished men, of our own 000 at least—all sacrificed, and the State debt
Gen. Jackson has arrived at the Hermitage»
We have little information relative to the ized by law and in violation of the Constitu
State, protesting. Gen. King was an efficient increased to $146,000 !! I And now that the
that it was an assumption ot
of power He wae confined on the road a few days by
advocate of our separation from Massachu lands are upto their value, we have no lands elections in North Carolina. It is stated that, tion,
____ __ought
o.„______
______
___ de a shaj-p bilious attack—but had recovered
and which
to excite
íalarm,
* , ___
setts, thé President of the Convention to form to sell—all gone to reward partizans and pur in Pitt and Beaufort Counties, the Whig tick which
serves
the
reprobation
of
af
every
everv
sincere
lover I and was in the enjoyment of his usual healths
ets
have
prevailed
by
decisive
majorities.
our Constitution, and first governor, and has chase recruits for Jackson,
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The inlWèeht caüáe oí4 ali the íurfiult at ttie < Pesol^e Proposing an Ameridhlent to the, Cofa
KEN-TtiCKY.
“ When Isee an OFFICE HOLDER m-| Oxford.—A Whig Convention Was held
The following is an extract of a lettbr from Ursuline Convent at Mount Benedict is Miss
stitution of this State.
termeddling in elections, it occurs to me that I at Paris, Oxford County, 6th inst. to nomi
ESOLVED, two thirds of both branches 0/
HE IS THINKING OF HIS SALARY nate candidates for State Senators and Coun Louisville, Ky. under date df Aug. 8th, re Elizabeth Harrison, a native of Philadelphia.
the
Legislature
concurring, that the Con
ceived in this city :—Boston Patriot.
Previous to leaving the institution she had
AND HIS BREAD, and is therefore an unfit
stitution of this State bé àtnërided àâ hereinafter
ty Treasurer. EbeNEZRr Poor of Andover
If the friends of the Constitution and the been unwell, and at the time was laboring
ddni^er of the People.”—Felix Grundy.
The Selectmen of the several towns';
and Daniel Bean of Brownfield were nomi Laws, the Whigs—in the East, have had any under a partial derangement. She was a proposed.
Assessors of the several plantations and Aiders
doubts
or
misgivings
about
Kentucky,
our
teacher
of
music
in
the
Convent,
and
her
rel

“The recent demonstration ofpublic sentiment nated for the Senate, and Thomas Clark of
men of the several cities, are hereby ertipowered
inscribes, on the list of executive duties, in char Paris for Treasurer. An Address and Reso general Election, which has just terminated, atives and friends called on her whenever knd directed to notify the inhabitants of said
will
put
the
matter
at
rest
—
I
hesitate
not
to
they desired, except during school hours, and towns, plantations and cities, in manner prescrib
acters toO legible to be overlooked, the task of lutions were adopted.—Whig delegates from
say, that Jaeksonisrn and Van Burenism are were never refused admittance. She has a ed by law, at their annual meeting in' September
reform ; which will require, particularly, the
brother in this city, Mr. Thomas Harrison, an to give in their votes Upon the following question;
correction of those abuses that have brought the the several towns composing the Oxford Con prostrate in Kentucky.
Our majority in this city is 632. In the intelligent and industrious copperplate engra Shall the following amendment be added to the
PATRONAGE OF THE FEDERAL gressional District met at Paris the same day
Constitution of this State? The Electors resi
GOVERNMENT INTO CONFLICT to nominate a candidate for Congress. Oli county, Jefferson, which has always been ver, in the employ of the Boston Bewick dent
in any city, may at aiiy meeting duly noti
Jackson, the Whig candidates are returned Company, from whom these facts are elicited,
WITH THE FREEDOM OF ELEC
fied
for the choice of Representatives, vote fof
ver Herrick of Lewiston—an old fashioned by an average majority of 200—Bulleit, Spen and he assures us that there was nothing
TIONS.”—Jackson’s Inaugural Address, 1829.
Representatives in their respective Ward
Convent, or the treatment of his such
—
Idemocrat and a soldier during the last war— cer, Oldham, Henry, Gallatin and Anderson, about t(ie
meetings and the Warden in said Wards shall
hitherto
Jackson
counties,
in
this
section,
sister,
in
the
least
degree
calculated
to
cause
HANDBILLS AFLOAT!
was unanimously nominated.
preside impartially àtsuch rheétings, receive thd
have all returned Whig members.—I do not the past Or present excitement, other than the votes of all qualified electors present, sort, count
The Collector of this port and the Post
EasteHn Congressional District.—Del believe there is a Jackson man elected to the fact of her leaving as above stated, and that and declare them in open Ward meeting and iri
master of this town have issued another hand
Legislature of this State within sixty miles of
presence of the Ward Clerk, who shall forrii
from the several towns in the Coun Louisville. But certain I am of 100 mem his sister was not aware that her liberty was the
bill, addressed to our citizens—teeming with egates
1
in the least restrained. Her taking the veil a list of the persons voted for, with the number of
ties
of
Hancock
and
Washington,
composing
gross personalities, absolute falsehoods and 1
bers in our House of Representatives, the was a voluntary act, and she has no disposi Votes for each person against his name, shall
hypocritical professions of regard for the the Eastern Congressional District, met in Jackson party will not have more than 20. tion, and no consideration, she assures her make a fair record thereof in the presence of thd
Warden, and in open Ward meeting: and a faif
‘ poor people? We undertake no reply to Convention at Cherryfield on the 5th inst. I have thought their numbers would range brother, would induce her to relinquish the copy of this list shall be attested by the Warden
from 15 to 25. In the Senate^ the Jackson Order.—Mercantile Journal.
qnd
Ward Clerk, sealed up in open Ward meeting
The
Convention
balloted
for
a
suitable
candi

the miserable rant with which that sheet is
party had a majority of two—this year we
delivered to the city Clerk within twentyfilled. Its falsehoods are so plain, its person date for Member of Congress from that Dis shall have the majority—three Jackson Sen
Cholera.—The number of deaths by Chol and
four hours after the close of the polls—And the
era
in
the
city
of
New
York,
for
the
24
hours
alities so gross, its contemptible character so trict—109 votes were given in, and Elijah ators’ terms expired this year, and the places
Aidermen of any city shall be in session at their
preceding Friday noon, was nine, and of ca usual place of meeting within twenty-four hours
apparent, that it would be insulting to the L. Hamlin of Columbia received one hun of all of them will be supplied by Whigs ; ses
reported, 23. Four of the deaths were of after any election and in the pfesenCe of the!
about 7 of the Whig Senators Went out, and
good sense of the people of this town, be they dred and nine. A set of spirited resolutions I do not anticipate a loss of more than one.
those whose cases were previously reported. City Clerk shall examine and Compare the copies
of whatever party they may, to suppose that and an excellent address to the people of the
By the steam‘boat papers, received yester of said fists, in case artj person shall fiâVe receiv
Letcher as you will hear, is elected by an
increased majority. In this Congressional day, we learn that the number of cases re ed a majority of all the votés, he shall be declar
they would not throw it aside with disgust— district were adopted.
ed elected by the Aidermen, and the city Clerk
A Convention of Delegates from the sever District, not a Jackson man was elected : ported on Saturday noon was 26, and of of any city shall make a record thereof, and the
indignant that this renewed attempt should
deaths 11. The whole number of deaths
what will the member do now ?
Aidermen and city Clerk shall deliver certified
al
towns
composing
the
Hancock
and
Wash

be made by the office-holders to array neigh
during the week, up to 8 o’clock on Saturday copies
of such lists to the person or persons so
bor against neighbor, to disturb the tranquil ington Senatorial District was also held at
morning,
was
263.
—
In
Albany,
on
the
15th,
INDIANA.
elected, within ten days after the election. And
15
cases,
and
3
deaths,
were
reported.
ity of the town, and thus to injure the happi Cherryfield on the 5th inst. On balloting
the electors resident in any city may at any
The Louisville Advertiser, a strong Jackson
At New York, on Tuesday, the Board of meetings duly notified and holden for the choice
ness and prosperity of its citizens at home, for a candidate for Senator, Jeremiah paper, gives the following :
Indiana Election.—We have partial returns Health reported 31 cases of cholera and 17 of any other civil officers, for whom they have!
O’Brien of Machias received 77 votes, the
and their character abroad.
been required heretofore to vote in town meet
from Switzerland county, Edinburgh and Co deaths.
We appeal to men of all parties—we put whole number thrown.
Three fatal cases of cholera have occured ing, vote for such officers in their respective!
lumbus townships and full returns from Jef
Wards, and the same proceedings shall be had
the question, in seriousness and earnestness,
ferson county. Taking them all together, at Washington. The National Intelligencer by
the Warden and the Ward Clerk in each
New Paper.—We have received the first
to every citizen who is not under the control number of the Penobscot Freeman, published Noble (whig) is ahead of Read (tory) 721 pronounces them, on the authority of respect Wai-d aS in the case of votes for Representatives.
able physicians, sporadic cases, which ought
votes.
And
the Aidermen of any city shall be in sessioH
of the office-holders, whether he will counte at Bangor. It supports the Antimasonic cause.
We find the following in the U. S. Tele not to excite alarm.
within twenty four hours after the close of the
nance this system of flooding the town with Phe paper is handsomely printed and well graph of Saturday last, which is the latest and
A few deaths, the precise number of which polls in such meetings, and in the presence of the!
is not stated, have occurred at Detroit.
bandbills, just before every election ? Wheth conducted. As Masonry is now so generally fullest account we have seen :
city Clerk shall open, examine and compare the
In Montreal, there were but seventeen copies from the list of votes giveh in the several
From the Palladium.
er he does not believe such a course is calcu unpopular that the most timid can no longer
apprehend any danger from the institution,
deaths by cholera on the 9th, and 16 on the Wards, of which the city Clerk shall make a rec
INDIANA ELECTION.
lated to injure the business and character of we wish the able editor of the Freeman
10th instant. In Quebec, there were thirty- ord, and return thereof shall be made into the
Votes for Governor.
the town, and at the same time to keep the would devote his talents to the work of expos
six deaths on the 9th, and on the 10th, thirty- Secretary of State’s office in the same manner aa
Noble (whig.) Read (tory)
two. In Cornwall, during the week ending Selectmen of towns are required to do.
inhabitants in a continual and unnecessary ing the dangersand evils of the Grand Lodge
793
227
Switzerland
Be it further Resolved, That the inhabitants
on the 8th, there were five deaths.
825
Shelby
479
turmoil ? Men of property are assaulted with of office-holders which is assuming to control
of said towns, plantations and cities, shall vote by,
our elections and exerting a most pernicious
326
Decatur
869
ballot upon said questions, those in favor of.
brutal ferocity. Strangers, who have come influence on the institutions of our country
The Cholera prevailed to a considerable said amendment expressing it by the word Yes,
709
559
Union
into the town for the purpose of carrying on —a work, which, we think, would be more
extent, and had been quite fatal, in many upon their ballots, and those opposed to the
1061
Franklin
384
business, and thus promoting its prosperity, creditable to him, and more useful to the
towns in Missouri and Illinois, at the last amendment expressing it by the word No, upon
Dearborne
1293
1039
community, than is the Quixotic expedition
their ballots.
advices from those States.
Jefferson
1021
689
are blackguarded and insulted. Every man which he is now pursuing. He labors hard,
Be it. further Resolved, That the Selectmen;
Bartholomew
468
131
who does not permit the Custom House Offi however,—we suppose conscientiously—and
Assessors, and Aidermen shall preside at said
•
Temperance Meeting.
1
•
*
cer and Postmaster to put a collar upon his we wish him abundant success.
The Annual Meeting of“ The First Tem mealing ; and the Clerks of said towns, planta^.
7044
3891
tions and cities, shall make record of said pro
neck, is pronounced an aristocrat—or tradu
Noble is no doubt re-elected Governor— perance Association in the County of York,” ceedings, and the number of votes, in presence of
A Tory Convention for the Eastern Con
(Mr.
s) the SeTectmeri, Assessors and Aidermen aforeced and slandered in a manner most disgrace gressional District, held at Cherryfield, was Wallace Lieut. Governor—and the complex will be holden at the Baptist IJ:
11' ■Emerson
L‘m.eis0n,’s
T”
the saiJ ancj transmit a true and attested copy of said
ful. And what will be the effect of’this attended by six Postmasters ; the Collector ion of parties in the House of Representatives Meeting-house in Acton, on Wednesday,
will be changed. Jaeksonisrn is gasping its third day of September next, at 10 o’clock, record sealed up to the Secretary of State and
course if persisted in ? Men of property will of Machias ; the Clerk of the Courts ; two last throes, and Van Burenism chirps in vain. A. M.
Samuel S. Wood, Secretary.
cause the same to be delivered to the said Secre
County
Commissioners
;
a
Councillor,
and
be driven away, and enterprising mechanics
tary on or before the first Wednesday of January
Aug. 16, 1834.
two Deputy Sheriffs.
next.
Riot at Philadelphia.— A serious riot took
and business men will be prevented from
Be it further Resolved, That the Secretary of
place in South street, Philadelphia, on Tues
hymeneal.
coming among us. And is this the way to
For the Gazette & Palladium.
State shall cause this Resolve to be published irf
day evening last, the origin of which is thus
promote the prosperity of the town ?—to
MARRIED—In Boston, on the 20th inst. by all the newspapers printed in this State, for three
The office-holders in Alfred seetn quite stated. A place of amusement had been
weeks at least before the second Monday of Sep
lessen taxes ?—to open a good market ?—to distressed about the late Whig Convention, there erected, called the “ Flying Horses,” Rev. Mr. Croswell, JoHn Hubbard, Esq. of tember
next, and also cause copies thereof with a
South-Berwick, to Miss Eleanor A. daughter of
increase the value of real estate ?—the de from their account of it in the Democrat of which was principally resorted to by colored the late Nathaniel Tucker, Esq.
suitable form of Return to be sent forthwith to the
Wednesday. They don’t like to see the In persons. On Monday evening, some white
mand and the wages for labor ?
In Saco, Mr. William Kimball, to Miss Eliza Selectmen of all the towns^ to the Assessors of all
men visited it, ahd were driven away by the
the plantations, and to the Aidermen of the cities
We might extend these remarks—but it is dependent yeomanry of old York assemble, to blacks. On the following evening, a large Lewis.
in this State. And said Secretary shall as early
deliberate upon public affairs, and nominate
as may be, in the next session of the Legislature!
needless. The people of Kennebunk are not candidates for office, without acknowledging number of white men collected, and, proceed
OBITUARY.
lay all said returns before said Legislature with
so ignorant as Messrs. Osborn and Palmer their right to dictate and control every thing. ing to the building, made a violent attack
DIED—In Buxton, of consumption, Mr. Jer an abstract thereof shewing the number and state!
suppose them to be, when they attempt to The office-holders have so long domineered upon it. The assault was resisted by the
of the votes.
over the people, and grown so fat at the pub blacks, and the battle became general. Sev emiah Fogg, aged 62.
In the House of Representatives, 7
influence them by the downright falsehoods lic crib, that, they have now the impudence eral persons were very seriously injured.
At Somersworth, (Great Falls village,) Aaron
Mhrch 6,1834.
$
and infamous personalities with which this to ridicule and revile the free and independ The magistrates and police were present, but Hurd, aged 18, recently from Newfield.
Read
and
passed.
In Limington, 10th inst. Elizabeth A. daugh
NATHAN CLIFFORD, Speaker.
hand-bill is filled.—They will not thank our ent citizens of this county, who convened on their efforts do not seem to have prevented ter of Mr. William Chick.
These gentry had better be the entire destruction of the building.
In Senate, March!1834.
Officers for dividing the citizens into classes, the 12th inst.
Havana, on board of ship Maftha, of Yel
On Wednesday evening the disturbances lowAtFever,
Read and passed.
a little more cautious ; for the people are
Richard
Pickernell
of
York,
aged
24.
and for terming all who do not happen to be beginning to wake up, and seem to think it were still tnore serious. “ The number of In Levant, Lewis Bean, Esq. aged 70, one of
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, President.
March 7, 1834.
rich, the lower class—a term which we never high time to take the management of affairs houses assailed was not less than twenty. the first settlers of Penobscot Couety, originally
Approved.
ROBERT P. DUNLAPi
heard used except by the office-holders and into their own hands. The great mass of The doors and windows were broken in, the from York.
furniture destroyed, and the inmates, in some
In Belfast, Mr. Lewis Bean, aged 55. Mr. B.
which is a direct insult to every farmer and the people are true Whigs in feeling and cases, sent naked into the street. In one removed
NEW GOODS.
from the town ofYork, and was among
principle, and will never allow their servants
mechanic and laboring man in the town. to become their masters.
house there was a corpse which was thrown out the earliest settlers of Belfast—he sustained
’76.
of the coffin ; and in another a dead infant was through life a character for honesty, integrity and
They know why Messrs. Osborn and Palmer
AVE just received and are now opening
The Saco Democrat whines dolefully 1taken out of bed, cast on the floor, the mother industry surpassed by none.
are so anxious for the welfare of the 1 poor
In Camden, killed by lightning during a thun
at the same time barbarously treated.”
an extensive assortment of SUMMER
about the Whig nominations at Alfred on the being
1
people’just now—because they want to hold 12th instant—and call some of the candidates But the vigorous efforts of the police suc der shower on the 29th ult. Mr. Jason Veazie,
& FALL GOODS, Which were purchased
aged
21
—
he
was
standing
in
a
house
and
lean

on to their offices and their salaries. And Federalists—when the same paper has a list ceeded in capturing about 20 rioters and in ing against the outer wall, the fluid having struck low and will be sold at a very Small profit
they will show at the coming election that of nominations headed with the name of Rob putting the whole body to flight.
the top of the house, passed down near wherqffie for cash.
The mob continued its work of destruction stood, a portion of which was received upon his
AMONG THEM ARE THE FOLLOWING,’ VIZ t
they do not wear collars—that they do not ert P. Dunlap for Governor—a Federalist of
on Thursday night. The Wharton Church temple, leaving a small mark and killing him in
Blue, Black, Mixed, Olive and Green
receive handbills as General Orders and obey the “ bluest dye,” and always such a stren was entirely demolished : not one stone Was stantly—three other persons in the same room Broadcloths, superfine and low priced ; Also;
uous advocate of ultra Federalism, as to ac
them as humble servants. No : They feel quire the name of“ Young Tim Pickering.” left Upon another, and the mob retired. Sev were unhurt.—Belfast Jour.
Cassimeres, and superfine black and striped
Sattinet, a very superior article for gentle
that our nation is governed by a tyrannical How consistent the Tories are. The man eral houses in Vernori-street were entered
men’s wear ; Also, low priced Mixed Sattin^
SHIP NEWS.
ruler, and that the office-holders are endeav agers of that paper, John Shepley, & Co. no and pillaged.
ets ; Petershams ; Yellow, Green, Red and
The National Gazette, of Friday, says,—
doubt laugh in their sleeves, when they think
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 23, 1834. White Flannels ; Booking ; Rattinets ; 3-4
oring to control our electionsand render their of the tricks they use to gull the people. But Yesterday, the streets, the scenes of the out
own power supreme. They see the danger their arts of deception have been practiced rages committed on Tuesday and Wednes
and 6-4 English Merino’s; Circassians ;
MEMORANDA.
Bombazines; Valencia and Marseilles Vest
of such a state of things, and they will resist so long, and been so often detected by the day evenings, presented countless evidences
Ar. at Newport, 10th, schr. Hope & Phebe,
ings ; Silk and Tabby Velvets ; Mexican
good sense of the people, that they have now of the brutal ferocity of the actors. The Saco.
these attempts to abridge our liberties.
no effect except to cover their authors with wrecks of window sashes, doors, mantels, fur
Ar. at Saco, George, Waterhouse, Mayagüez. Mixtures ; Drillings ; Padding ; Buckram #
niture, bedding, and every thing which mis
Ar. at New York, 13th, brig Saco, Jordan, Canvass Padding; Tickings: Jeans, Blue
OFFICE-HOLDERS IN THE DISTRICT OF YORK. merited contempt.—[Com.
Twilled Stripes for Shirtings ; Table Plaid ;■
siles, clubs and hands could deface, break or Ponce, 20.
[Extract from the Blue Book.]
Ar. at Norfolk, 10th, sch. Ann, Greely, Saco. Crash ; Russia and Shaker Diaper ; Brown
The shower on the afternoon of Tuesday, destroy, remained broken or scattered over the
York.
SPOKEN.
and White Linen ; Damask Table Cloths;
Mark Dennett, Collector,
I$271 35 12th inst. was exceedingly severe in many streets or pavements. In some instances the
June 23, lat. 47 30, long. 17, brig Watchman, very cheap ; Also, some Linens extremely
150 00 places. The Salem papers notice it as one unoffending and unsuspecting residents fled of this port, 30 days from MatanZas for Riga.
George Weare, Inspector,
low ; Ladies and Gentlemen’s Worsted and
223 50 of the most violent and long continued thun from their dwellings half clad, with their in
Alexander Dennett, ”
Cotton Hose ; Suspenders ; Horse-skin and
der storms experienced there for many years. fants in their arms and sought refuge in the
Portsmouth.
Kid Gloves ; White and Black Silk Gloves ;
houses
of
the
neighboring
white
inhabitants.
A
house
in
Flint
street
was
struck
by
lightning
John L. Lawrence, Inspector at ?
500 00 and a young lady, aged 22, instantly killed.
Grecian Lace and Quillings ; Bobinet do. ;
Nor was this effected in every case without
Kittery,
£
Thibet Hdkfs. ; Fancy Silk, do.; Shawls;
During the same shower, the Meeting- personal injury.
Post-Office Department.
JESSE
Cords ; Braids ; Beltings ; Ribbons; Frogs;
The extent of the depredations committed
House in Manchester was struck by lightning.
Solomon Brooks, Postmaster at ?
O/l
The main posts and braces of the house Were on the three evenings of riot and outrage can Has for sale at his Shop in Neck Stocks, a fine article ; Bed Binding ;
York,
$
Black and Brown Linen ; Colored Cambrics,
shattered and the shingles, boards and mould only be judged of by the number of houses
Kennehunk-port,
low ; Pongee ; Corded Skirts, cheap ; Pon
damaged or destroyed. So far as ascertained,
$1,239 06 ings considerably torn.
LARGE
assortment
of
STOVES,
viz
i
gee Hdkfs. ; English Ginghams ; Light Fan-^
A work shop at East Beverly, was struck this amounts to forty-four. In Seventh street,
There has been but one foreign arrival at
7 different patterns of COOKING cy and Dark Prints ; Low priced Prints ;
York, we are informed, since Gen. Jackson | and considerably damaged—a chaise was ten houses and one church; in Baker street STOVES and a variety of FIRE FRAMES. Patch Furniture ; Dimoty ; Plain and Cord
eight
houses
;
in
Shippen
street
twelve
;
and
in
nearly
destroyed.
A
cow
was
killed
by
light

took the Presidential chair, and this vessel
ALSO,
ed Cambrics ; Bleached and Brown Sheet
Small street thirteen. The quantity of furni
brought in coffee which paid about $500 to ning in an adjoining pasture.
SIX PLATE & BOX STOVES, suitable ings and Shirtings ; Warp Yarns, from 7 to
ture,
bedding,
and
apparel
destroyed
is
un

A
barn
in
Lynn,
was
struck
and
burnt
Government. The annual expenses of the
known. From one of the houses, it is said for Meeting-houses, School-houses, Stores, 20 ; Sewing Thread'; Brown. Bonnet Cam
Custom House in York amount to $644 85— down.
At Dedham, a man was struck and killed that three hundred dollars and a watch were Shops, &c., which he will sell as reasonable brics ; Barage ; Claret, Pink and Green’Sarsthe total expenses for the last 5 years amount
stolen, and the report is no doubt correct, as as can be purchased in Boston or elsewhere. netts ; Cambric Inserting ; Calogne'; Fancy
to
$3,224 25 in the open field—name not known.
Soap ; Tapes ; Travelling Baskets ; Oil
The lightning struck in a number of places several old convicts were recognized in the
ALSO,
The amount received for duties— >
nn
in the vicinity of Boston, doing more or less mob. The same description of persons form
A good assortment of TIN WARE— Cloths ; Morocco, Kid and Prunella Shoes';
paid by the above named vessel,
36
ed part of the crowd assembled last evening, Copper Tea Kettles.—Sheet Iron Funnel made Also, double Soled Kid Slippers, a .very
Excess of expenditures over the ?
qk damage. The Meeting-House of Dr. Pierce
substantial article; Children’s ‘ Shoe»; Um
receipts,
^2,74425 of Brooklyn, was struck and set on fire—for where renewed outrage was expected. Sher and repaired at short notice.
brellas, &c. &c.
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 23, 1834. v
What services does J. L. Lawrence per tunately a town meeting was held in the iff Duncan, though surrounded by vigilant
—also—*
form at Kittery which entitle him to a salary house at the time, and the fire was extinguish officers, had his pocket book stolen by some
Just
added
to
their
former stoc.k, a com- .
one
from
the
crowd.
One
of
the
houses
as

ed.
Real
Estate
for
Sale.
Of $500, unless his labors for the party are
plete assortment of HARD WARE GOODS
In the interior towns, the wind was violent, saulted was occupied by an unfortunate crip
paid for by Government ?
ple, who unable to fly from the fury of the
HE subscriber offers for sale and WEST INDIA GOODS & GROCE
The above named office-holders are all prostrating many trees, &c.
. ’
In Portsmouth five dwelling houses, and mob, was so beaten by one of the ruffians, that
his House and the land ad RIES.
zealous Tories—preachers of politics—dis
joining, pleasantly situated in theAugust 21, 1834.
tributers of Jacksonians, Arguses, Demo a school house were struck and trees were he has since died in consequence of the bruisvillage of Kennebunk. The dwel
crats and N. H. Gazettes. Beware of such shattered in five or six places—a flock of' es and wounds inflicted.
ling- house is two stories high, well finished
ALFRED ACADEMY,
men. They have no right to exert themselves sheep in the S. W. part of the town, on what is
We understand that several persons, char and was built but a few years ago. The
in elections—so said Thomas Jefferson, and called the Rebellion Road, were killed.
In Rye, the house of Mr. Lang a short dis ged with being engaged in the riot of Mon whole or a part of the land would be sold
HE Fall Term of this Institution, Wilt
so say Felix Grundy and Andrew Jackson.
tance from the Meeting Ho,use was struck, day evening, have been apprehended and with the House, as would best suit the pur
commence on Thursday the 11th day
PELEG SPRAGUE.
one end shattered, and a hole cut through as committed to the prison of Middlesex County, chaser. Possession would be given in De
of September next, under the Superintend
Extract from an editorial article in the with a saw,—a young woman within being at Lechmere Point. There is reason to be cember next. It will be sold at a fair price ance of Mr. Benjamin Procíor, a graduate
considerably hurt by the splinters. An ox in lieve, that a large portion of those who were and on good terms. Persons wishing to pur at BoWdoin College.
Portland Jeffersonian—a Jackson paper.
“ They have selectedfor their leader a man the N. E. part of the town was killed at the actively concerned in it, will be discovered. chase are invited to call and examine the
N. D, APPLETON,
whose name has been associated, until within a same time, and a number of trees splintered. It is stated, that a body of persons collected premises.
Sec'ty. of the Trustees.
In East-Kingston, a barn belonging to wid in the neighborhood of the jail, during the
few years, with the sternest principles of De
Also—A Pew, on the lower floor of the
August 19, 1834,
mocracy ; a man who was brought up and edu ow Swett, with 6 tons hay, was burnt.
thunder storm on Thursday evening, deman Meeting-House of the Second Parish.
The shower was very severe in Portland. ding the release of the prisoners ; but that no
cated in the school of Jefferson, of Madison, and
Particular Notice,
ff?4’Persons indebted to the subscriber are
Gallatin, and who had impressed on his mind ( A house in Water Street was struck and con- violence was actually attempted.— Bos. Pat. requested to call and make immediate pay A LL persons indebted to the subscriber at
I --<1 rlrtMn l-il H i 1 ■ 1
rl
<1
r» VI ♦ 1
mlnftr. L.___ 1____
—
from the most tender age, by the uncompromis-1 siderably injured—a mantle glass broken, &c.
ment, in order that he may be enabled to A three months standing, are requested tCf
ing republicanism of his father, as strong and ' &c. A female was knocked down, but not
make payment previous to Sept. 20.
It is said that the office of Post-master Gen meet the demands against him.
decided an aversion from all the peculiar and ,i seriously injured.—The
1 he mast of
or brig Caroline, eral has been offered to CoL Blanding of Co
MOSES MORRILL,
H. CHADBOURNE.
characteristic doctrines of the federal party as ' lying at Long wharf, was also struck and lumbia, S. C.
Wells Corner, August 18,1834.
I Kennebunk, August 22, 1834.
considerably splintered.
any man in the country.”
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STATE OF MAINE.

the next Court of Common Pleaa to be holden |

NOTICE

within and for the County where such disclosures I
HIS is to certify, that as I, Georq$
) To the Sheriff of the said County is had reserving to each party the right of pro
Getchell of Wells, have provided a
l. ss. >ofL----- , or either of his Deputies, or ducing at the trial on such appeal any other evi
FABLES FOR. GROWN CHILDREN.
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
maintainance for myself and wife, Mary
) the Constables of the Towns within dence relivant to the inquiry, and the party so
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst v
The Drowning Man and the Monster.
appealing before such appeal shall be allowed Getchell, in the family with our son Isaac
them
Monday of August, in the year of our Lord the said County, or to any or either of
Help, help!” the death shriek of a drowning
shall recognize with sufficient surety or sureties Getchell, so I forbid all persons harboring
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the In the name of the State of Maine,Greeting.
man,
you are re to the adverse party on a reasonable sum to pros
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge quired to summon and give notice unto A. B. of ecute his appeal with effect and to pay such costs or trusting my wife Mary Getchell, on my
Rose shrill above the tumult of the wave,
account, as I shall pay no debts of her con
And one who heard, to his assistance ran,
of said Court:
D in said County (addition) if he may be found in as may arise in the suits after said appeal which
GEORGE GETCHELL.
Plunged in, and saved him from a certain grave.
N the petition of Hannah Wentworth, your precinct that he appear before me E. F----- , costs shall be taxed for the party prevailing in tracting.
Wells, July 28, 1834.
the
same
manner
as
costs
are
taxed
in
other
cases
widow
of
Noah
Wentworth,
late
of
Esquire
one
of
the
Commissioners
of
Insolvency
It was that Monster which the Tory tribe,
for the County aforesaid at my dwelling house in in the same Court, and judgment shall be ren rglHE subscriber, having contracted with
Lebanon, in said county, deceased, praying
In their veracious prints, so oft describe,
With blood-shot eyes, and skin as black as soot, for an allowance out of the personal estate of G----- , on----- the------ day of--------- at--------- dered and execution issued thereon accordingly. JL
the overseers of the poor of the town
of the clock in the-------- noon then and there at And in all such cases a certified copy of the
With horrid horns, fork’d tail and cloven foot!
said deceased :
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
written
examination
before
the
Commissioner
the
solicitation
of
E
F
----of
G
-----,
(addition)
A Monster horrible in heart as mein,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
to disclose the actual state' of his business affairs, which it shall be the duty of the party appealing ing to said town, and having made provision
And a worse feeder far than Sawney Bean—
tice thereof to all persons interested in said and
of all and every description of property of to produce with such new evidence as either for their support accordingly, he therefore
Living on orphans, dished in pies or tarts,
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be which he may be the owner or possessor either party may produce at the trial, shall be submit forbids all persons harboring or supporting
And quaffing from their skulls the blood of wid published in the Kennebunk Gazette,^printed
in severalty or in common with others or in re ted to the Jury under the direction of the Court, any pauper of the town of Wells, on his
ow’s hearts;
All which, they say, is true—but if you doubt it, in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks version or remainder together with a particular «vho shall return a special verdict in the premi account, except where he has made an agree
successively,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Pro

description
thereof, and when and with whom ses.—And if by such verdict of the Jury it shall ment tor so doing.
The Post or Times will tell you more about it.
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said the same is in keeping or deposits. And of this appear to said Court that said debtor has fraudu
JOSIAS LITTLEFIELD.
The rescued man whose name was Local county, on the first Monday in September Writ, with your doings therein, you are to make lently conducted in the disposition of his prop
Wells, August 4, 1834.
erty
as
is
contemplated
in
and
by
the
fifth
sec

a
true
return
unto
myself
at
or
before
the
said
Banks,
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
dated at B
aforesaid the tion of this Act, or if it shall appear to said Court
A man whom most will recollect—•
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer ----- day of
Tm, Coffee, Flour, ffc,
in the year of our Lord--------- . from the verdict aforesaid that said debtor has
----- day of
Instead of giving his deliv’rer thanks,
of said petition should not be granted.
property
or
means
of
payment
which
he
has
dis

C.
D.
Commissioner
of
Insolvency.
As you’d expect,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
WILLIAM LORD,
closed, described and offered to said creditor or
Declar’d he’d only saved his life to rob him ;
A true copy—Attest,
And it shall be the duty of the officer to whom creditors as is contemplated in and by the sixth
And roundly swore
HAS JUST RECEIVED
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the
said
notification
is
delivered
to
make
service
section of this Act, and which is not by law ex
That when they got ashore,
Chests Souchong Tea ;
August
9.
and
jeturn
of
the
same
agreeably
to
the
precept,
empted from attachment and execution, it shall JLW 10 Bags Coffee ;
He’d gather all his Tory friends and mob him,
which service shall be made by giving an attest be the duty of the Court to do and perform in the
Unless he should for his past crime atone,
20 Bbls. Genessee Flour ;
At
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
Kennebunk,
ed
copy
thereof
in
hand
to
said
debtor,
fourteen
premises, what is provided in the fifth section of
By suffering him again to swim alone ;
10 Boxes Raisins; Pork ; Brown Sugar;
within and for the county of York, on the days, or by leaving an attested copy thereof at this Act, to be done and performed by the Com
For swim he knew he could without his aid,
Hay Forks ; Scythes ; Scythe Sneaths;
first Monday in August, in the year of our the last and usual place of abode of said debtor missioners of Insolvency, from whose decision
And further, he affirmed, that when he made
Saco Nails—all sizes ; Sheet Lead ;
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the twenty one days, at least before the time ap the appeal was had.—And in case it shall appear
That horrid yelp
Chaise & Entry Mats, &c. &c.
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said pointed for said debtor to disclose •. for which from the verdict aforesaid, that, said debtor has
For help,
service the officers shall receive the same fees not conducted fraudulently as is contemplated
Kennebunk, July 26, 1834.
’Twas merely done
Court :
For fun,
ACHEL LOW, executrix of the last will as is now established by law for the service and in and by the fifth section of this Act, and that
And not because he was at all afraid !
of John Low, late of Kennebunk, in return of a writ issued by a Justice of the Peace. he is unable to satisfy said Execution, and that
SCYTHES.
5. Be it further enacted, That if said he has no property which he has not disclosed,
said county, esquire, deceased, having pre
Sec. being
D O Z. JOY & SONS’ superior
The MONSTER who had saved the man,
debtor
notified as aforesaid, shall neglect described and offered as aforesaid, not exempted
sented her first account of administration of to appear and make disclosure, and to make an by law from attachment and execution, the judg MW SCYTHES ; Also—a quantity of
Withdrew his powerful arm,
Exclaiming, “ There, then—swim, sir, ifyou can, the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
swer to such interrogatories pertinent to the ment of said Court shall forever after operate as Shaker Rakes and Rifles, for sale by the sub
ORDERED—That the said executrix give matter in issue, as the execution creditor, or a release of said debtor from liability to be noti scriber.
WM. LORD.
But blame not me, if you should come to harm 1”
notice to all persons interested, by causing a creditors, his or their Attorney may propound in fied as aforesaid, or to make any further disclo
June 26,1834.
Alas, poor devil! scarcely had he taken •
copy of this order to be published three writing, and to make oath to the truth and jus sure on that execution, or any other execution
A dozen strokes, before
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga tice of the same, or in case said debtor shall ap issued on the same judgment, or any subsequent
He found himself by nerve and strength forsaken, zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun pear and comply with the foregoing requisition, judgment founded thereon.
And lustily began again to roar
Sec. 11. Be it further enacted, That if any
ty, that they may appear at a Probate all which shall be reduced to writing by the
ALICOES ; Laces ; Quillings ;
For aid from shore 1
Commissioner taking the same, and be signed such debtor as aforesaid, shall be convicted of
Court to be held at Alfred, in said cotinty, and
Edgings ; Fancy Hdkfs.;
sworn
to
in
his
presence
;
and
in
case
it
shall
having
sold, leased or otherwise conveyed, con
“ Help 1 help 1 or I shall sink, good Mr. Tory ! on the first Monday in September next, at ten
Help 1 Andrew, help,—and your’s shall be the of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, appear to said Commissioner from the disclosure tracted or disposed of, or entrusted his or her es Palm Leaf*Fans ; Black Lasting; Linens *r
of said debtor, and the other evidence produced tate or any part thereof, directly or indirectly Colored Cambrics, &c. &c.
glory 1
if any they have, why the said account by the parties, each of whom shall have a right contrary to his or her foregoing oath, or affirma
Just received by WILLIAM LORD.
Help, or I feel that I must soon go under,—
to produce such evidence, which shall also be tion, he or she shall be liable to the pains and
It’s all—all owing to that MONSTER ypnder, should not be allowed.
Kennebunk, July 26, 1834,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
reduced to writing by said Commissioner, that penalties of wilful perjury.
And ifl drown,
A true copy, Attest,
said debtor has not conducted honestly, without
Sec. 12. Be it further enacted, That no
Proclaim him as my murd’rer through the town.”
®lraw Carpeting
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
collusion, fraud or intentional concealment res debtor shall hereafter be arrested on mesne pro
UST received, and for sale cheap, by
August 9.
pecting his property, and that said debtor is able cess in any action or suit founded on, any con
The MONSTER seeing from his failing breath,
WILLIAM LORD.
to satisfy said Execution, or any part thereof tract or on the cause of action not founded on
Which every moment grew more brief,
Kennebunk, July 26, 1834.
That the spent swimmer soon must yield to death, At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with without the aid of property exempt by law from contract which shall be made or entered into or
Went off again to his relief;
in and for the county of York, on the first attachment and execution then and in either case, accrue after this Act shall take effect, unless the
Which was no sooner given, than for his pains
WYig’g’iW for Sale.
Monday in August, vn the year of our Lord unless it shall further appear to said Commission plaintiff or some other person shall make oath or
The rescued man renew’d his former strains ;
eighteen hundred and thirty four, by the Hon. er, that the property thus fraudulently concealed affirmation before some Justice of the Peace, that
NEW ONE HORSE WAGGON, well
and disposed of by said debtor, has, in fact, sub the defendant or defendants named in the process
He curs’d the Monster with the bitterest curse,
built. For sale at a low price by
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said sequently, and before the service of the notifica
And swore he only wished to filch his purse ;
is or are justly indebted to the Plaintiff or Plain
MILLER & HALL.
Court :
tion, been applied to the payment of the bona fide tiffs in a certain sum stated in said affidavit, and
That now he meant to get him from the shore,
IDEON R. LITTLEFIELD, adminis debts of said debtor, it shall be the duty of said shall moreover make oath or affirmation that he or
July 25,1834.
Further than he had ever been before—
trator of the estate of Nathan Butland, Commissioner, to order said debtor to be com they have reason to believe that the said defend
Where nought on earth could save him.
STOffE TO LET.
late of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceas

mitted.
And he shall issue his mittimus accor ant or defendants intends or intend to remove from
The Monster smil’d in pity on the man,
ed, having presented his first account of dingly, directed to the keepers of the several the State, or remove his or their property out of
And still persisted in his generous plan—
rglHE Store in Alfred Village forHe still assistance gave.
administration of the estate of said deceased Gaols, in the several Counties, therein reciting the same or conceal his or their property before
JL merly occupied by P. HALL,
the
causes
of
said
commitment,
and
the
amount
judgment, or otherwise abscond, so that the pro
for allowance : and also his private account
It may be necessary to observe, that we do not against the estate of said deceased :
of debt and costs, for which he stands committed. cess of the Court after judgment cannot be exe and recently by G. D. Conant, will be rented
personify the people of the United States in the
ORDERED—That the said administrator And it shall be the duty of the Keeper of said cuted, which oath or affirmation shall be append or sold on reasonable terms.
drowning man, but merely that party who, hav
Gaol, to receive and. keep said debtor, until he ed to said process, whereupon the said officer
It is an excellent stand for a trader, being
give
notice to all persons interested, by caus shall
ing declared their ability to sustain the credit of
pay the amount for which he stands com executing the same shall take bail as was provi located in the central part of the village.
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
the country without the aid of the Bank of the
mitted, together with the costs of commitment, ded by the law passed one thousand eight hun
Apply to
MILLER & HALL.
United States, immediately on the withdrawal of weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga or be otherwise discharged by due course of law. dred and twenty one, but the defendant or de
July 24, 1834.
that aid, abuse that institution as the cause of zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Sec. 6. Be it further enacted, That when fendants may contest the allegation of said oath
their sinking condition. And again when the that they may appear at a Probate Court to said debtor shall be committed, and it shall not or affirmation before the Court in which the said
Bank generously offers to re-extend its opera be held at Alfred, in said county, on the first appear in said mittimus, that there was personal suit or action is instituted in such form as the
tions to relieve the country, with the basest in Monday in September next, at ten of the clock service of the notification made upon the debtor, Court may prescribe. And if the Court shall
LL persons indebted to the subscribers,
gratitude and uncharitableness, charge it with a in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they or that said debtor did appear, the keeper of the be of opinion that the, said allegations are not
by note or account of more than 3
design to get them into worse troubles and then have, why the said accounts should not be Gaol shall release said debtor from imprisonment well founded, it may make an order to be enter
months standing, are requested to pay the
leave them.—AT. Y. Star.
on
said
debtor
’
s
giving
bond
with
surety
or
sure

ed
on
record
discharging
said
bail
or
surety
from
same immediately, as we do not wish to em
allowed.
ties in a sum equal to double the amount for his or their suretyship, and said Plaintiffor Plain barrass a Lawyer with the collection of our
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
which
said
debtor
stands
committed,
to
be
ap

tiffs
shall
recover
no
costs
in
their
said
action.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
A true Copy—Attest,
debts.
HUBBARD & BROOKS.
proved by one of the Commissioners of Insolven
Sec. 13. Be it further enacted, That when
Wm. Cutter Allen, RegisterDoughty’s Falls, June 10rl834.
3in.
cy, conditional that within thirty days from said ever the creditor or creditors in any execution
EFFECTS OF INTEMPERANCE.
August 9.
debtor's liberation from confinement, he will shall apply to a Commissioner of Insolvency for
On Saturday evening, about ten o’clock,
cause his creditor or creditors, his or their Agent the notification of his, or their said debtor agree
Notice.
an inquest was held by Thomas Needham, At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk, and Attorney to be legally served with notice to ably to the provisions of the fourth section of
LL persons having unsettled accounts
ivithin
andfor
the
county
of
York,
on
the
first
hear said debtor disclose before one of the Com
Act, and said creditor, or creditors, his or
with the subscriber, of more than four
Esq. upon the body of Rebecca Jones, alias
Monday of August, in the year of our Lord missioners of Insolvency in the County where this
attorney, shall make oath before said Com- j months standing, are requested to call and
Paine, (colored) who was found dead at the
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the Hon said debtor stands committed, as it is provided their
rnissioners of Insolvency that he, or they, have
them.—And all persons indebted to the
house of John Paine, colored man, near the
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of in this Act, and conditioned also that said debtor reason to believe, and do believe that the said settle
subscriber over tour months are requested to
Mill Pond. They resided together as man
said Court :
will at the time appointed in said notification ap debtor is about to leave the State, and go beyond make payment without delay.
N the petition oFLavinia Lyman, a cred pear and make disclosures aforesaid and then and the jurisdiction of the Commissioners of Insol
and wife. It appeared in evidence that the
JOHN FROST.
itor of the estate of Joshua Johnson, there abide and perform the judgment of said vency, so that the judgment of said Commission
deceased had been beaten several times by
July 18,1834.
Commissioner.
Provided that either party may ers when obtained, cannot beenforced against said
late of York, deceased, praying that adminis

Paine during the day ; that he was at the
tration of the estate of the said deceased may appeal from th® decisions of said Commissioner debtor ; said Commissioners shall append a cer
time much intoxicated, and that he had be granted to her the said Lavinia, or to some as is provided in other cases in and by this Act. tificate of said oath, to said creditor or creditors
WTSEMTOW» S
Sec. 7. Be it further enacted, That whenev execution, or executions, and the same shall run
threatened to kill her. It also appeared other suitable person :
er in any disclosure, made before any Commis
the body of said debtor as heretofore ;
that Paine went into the yard in the course
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no sioner of Insolvency, pursuant to the provisions against
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
said debtor shall be released from imprison
of the afternoon and cut a piece of line from tice thereof to all persons interested in said es of this act, the execution debtor shall disclose, and
ment on giving bond in double the amount of
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
a clothes line, which he carried to his cham tate, by causing .a copy of this order to be describe, and offer to his said creditor or credit the execution or executions, conditioned that
cation. See directions.
ber. A severe wound was found upon the published in the iiennebunk Gazette, printed ors, the estate, real or personal, belonging to said said debtor shall appearand make disclosure and
HE character of this celebrated Oint
debtor,
and
shall
offer
to
said
Commissioner,
for
in
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
three
weeks
abide
and
perform
the
judgment
of
said
Com

woman*« head, and a slight scratch upon
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
the benefit of the creditor or creditors, a legal
Provided, That said debtor shall
her neck. Two respectable physicians ex successively, that they may appear at a Pro and sufficient transfer of the same, and it shall missioner
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
be first served with notice as provided in the
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
amined the body, and their opinion was county, on the first Monday in September appear to said Commissioner, that said property fourth section of this Act before he shall be lia disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
that the immediate cause of her death was next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, thus disclosed, described, and offered, is all the ble to be arrested on said execution or ex pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
the violence used upon her. The jury re and shew cause, if any they have, why the property which said debtor is possessed of, not ecutions :—And Provided Also, That when ticle
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
exempted by law, from attachment and execu
turned the following verdict, at half past 3 prayer of said petition should not be granted. tion, and that said debtor has not conducted in said debtor shall be arrested on execution, the which are so eminently useful for removing
Commissioner may enquire into the specifications
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
o’clock Sunday morning, viz.
the disposition of his property, dishonestly, with of said oath, and in case said Commissioner is all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
A true copy—Attest,
collusion, fraud and intentional concealment, as satisfied that the allegations in said oath are not A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by
“ That in their opinion, the immediate
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
is supposed, in and by the fifth section of this Act, justified by the facts in the case, he shall dis
cause of the death of Rebecca Jones, alias
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
August 9.
and he is unable to satisfy said execution, or any charge the debtor and his sureties, from their
Paine, was by violence, and a blow or
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
part thereof, without the aid of property above said bonds or suretyship, and said creditor or
blows upon the head, inflicted by John
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
described and offered and not exempted by law creditors shall pay the expenses of said debtor’s
Clapboards
Shingles,
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings,
from attachment and execution ; and there be no arrest and commitment.
Paine.”
Marsh
&
Co.
W.
C.
Stimpson, Low and Reed, ,LP.
appeal from such decision, said debtor shall for
Sec. 14. Be it further enacted, That when
He was on Sunday morning committed
OR sale several lots of Clapboards dif ever after be exempted from any further exami any person who is or may be imprisoned for Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
to prison for safe keeping until duly exam
ferent kinds and prime quality : Also, a nation and from making any other disclosure on debt on mesne process shall give bond to the be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.,
ined. He is 50 or 60 years of age, and of
that
quantity of Shingles. For further particu
 execution, or on any other execution issued creditor with one or more sureties approved by
on the same judgment or on any subsequent the creditors, or one of the Commissioners of In
notoriously intemperate habits. The wom lars inquire of
judgment
founded thereon, under any of the solvency in double the amount for which he is
BENAIAH LITTLEFIELD.
HE subscriber having contracted with
an is spoken well of by her neighbors.—Reg.
provisions of this Act.
imprisoned, said bond to be in the usual form of
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
Kennebunk, Aug. 2,1834.
[The examination of Paine at the Police
Sec. 8. Be it further enacted, That the Com bail bonds on mesne process, which bond shall
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
Court, was begun yesterday, but postponed
missioner
before
whom
any
disclosure
shall
be
be
returned
by
the
keeper
of
the
Gaol
to
the
STATE OF MAINE.
had as aforesaid, shall have power to adjourn Court or Justice from the writ issued, the person notice that he has made suitable provision for
after the examination of two witnesses.
them at the town Work-House, and hereby
Paine has always been considered hereto TTN the year of our Lord one thousand eight from time to time as the convenience of the par thus imprisoned shall be released from confine forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
ties
and
impartial
justice
shall
require.
—
And
ment.
fore, a well disposed fellow, by his employ JL hundred and thirty-four. An Act for the said Commissioners shall keep a true and correct
Sec. 15. Be it further enacted, That when of the Paupers of said town, as he is deter
ers, although unfortunately addicted to drink. abolition of Imprisonment of Honest Debtors for record of their proceedings and preserve all dis any person who shall be committed on execution mined to pay no bill for their support.
Debt.
His present situation should operate as a
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and closures and such other evidence as there may be under the provisions of this Act he may petition
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
warning to all persons of similar habits, not House of Representatives in Legislature assem in each case, and shall furnish the parties with the Court of Common Pleas in the County where
true
and
certified
copies
of
the
same,
whenever
to tonftli, of taste, or handle the debasing bled, That no person shall hereafter be arrested thereunto requested, for which, they shall be en he is imprisoned for a discharge from his impris
onment, and shu.Il cause the same to be served
liquor Which has brought him in danger of or committed to prison either on mesne process titled to receive the same fees therefor, as are al upon the creditdr or creditors named in the Exe NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.
founded on any contract made and entered into,
a disgracfefb! end.]—Salem Gazette.
lowed
by
law
for
like
copies
in
other
cases
;
and
cution upon which he was committed, if inhabi THIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival
or on any cause of action which shall have occur
led for the following complaints, vizr
red after this Act shall take effect, or on any ex said commissioners shall receive for a notification tants of the State, and if not upon his or their
cents, for a mittimus, one dollar, for a sub Agent or Attornies, fourteen days at least, before -—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver y
Horrid .Affair.—We learn that on Fri ecution or legal process founded on any proceed fifty
poena, ten cents, for each day they shall be em the term of the Court at which his said petition Bilious Disorders ; Jaundice ; Dropsy; .Asth
day. last1, Joseph' Reynolds in the south part ings on any such contract or cause of action, ex ployed in receiving a disclosure, three dollars, shall be presented or entered, and that said peti ma ; Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic ; for Worms
cept in conformity with the provisions of this
of ‘this totVh, aged fo, and his son William, Act.
which, together with the officer’s fees for service tioner may be fairly heard on his petition, the Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast; Loss
aged 40 Or 45,’both of whom were intem
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That when of process, and the same travel and attendance Court may on the hearing thereof, order him to of.Appetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness y
parties and their witnesses, as is now allowed be brought into Court for that purpose, and upon
perate men, had a serious quarrel which judgment shall hereafter be rendered by any to
of Breath; Nervous Com
by law, in the trial of action, before a Justice of the hearing of said petition said Court shall have Shortness
Court,
in
any
suit
founded
on
any
contract
plaints,
fyc.
terminated in the death of the latter. It apthe
Peace,
shall
be
taxed
for
the
prevailing
par

power to continue the same, should they adjudge
made and entered into, or cause of action
This medicine is of a warming, cheering
« pears that the contention arose between which shall have accrued after this Act shall take ty, in the same manner as costs in other cases the same expedient, or they may proceed to hear
are
taxed.
And
said
commissioner
shall
have
the
parties touching the subject matter of the and invigorating nature : whereas, it is well
them in consequence of a quarrel between effect, it shall be the duty of the Clerk of the
the son and his step-mother, at which the Court rendering such judgment, and of the Re power to render judgment, and issue execution petition and discharge the petitioner from his known many other cathartics have directly
thereon, accordingly. And said commissioners
upon such terms and conditions as an opposite tendency ; and it has a most pow
old man became enraged, and following his corder, or Justice of the Peace, so to vary the shall have the same authority to compel the at imprisonment
erful influence, exceeded by no other medi
the Court in its discretion may prescribe.
form of the Execution, that shall issue thereon,
son to the door with a shovel in his hand, as that the same shall not run against the body tendance of witnesses as is now possessed by .. Sec. 16. Be it further enacted, That the cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It is
Justices of the Peace.
he struck his son upon one side of the head of such debtor or debtors.
keeper of the prison shall be entitled to receive pleasant to take, and in its operation so much
Sec. 9. Be it further enacted, That when the same that is allowed by law for the support so, that it may be administered to the tender
Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That in each
which brought him to the ground. Here
other criminals, for the support of each debt infant with safety.
he lay for some time stunned with the blow County there shall be appointed by the Govern ever a debtor shall disclose and transfer any of
by and with the consent and advice of the property as is provided in and by the seventh or committed to prison by virtue of the provis
. and weltering in his blood. At length he or
(Yj^The above medicines are prepared
Council three Commissioners of Insolvency, who section of this act it shall be the duty of the ions of this Act; to be allowed and paid from the
was taken into the house ; and surgical aid shall possess snch powers and be subject to such Commissioner to convert the same into money Treasury of the County where he stands com and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, Pen
in the manner he shall judge most beneficial for mitted, under the direction of the County Com hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may
being called for, it was found that a gash duties as is herein after provided in this Act.
be found a general assortment of vegetable
Sec. 4. Be it further enacted, That the cred the parties interested, as shall be sufficient to missioners.
was cut through the skull bone some two or
Sec. 17. Be it further enacted, That the Act medicines, and also by the following gen
satisfy the claim of the creditor or creditors for
itor
or
creditors
in
any
Execution,
issued
as
afore

three inches in length and the skull seriously said wherein the Debt exclusive of costs is not whose use the same was disclosed and transfer passed March eighteen hundred and thirty one, tlemen
At Kennebunk, by John Lillie ;
injured in other respects. He continued less than five Dollars, may at any time apply to red—and the expenses of sale—and the residue entitled“ An Act for the abolition of Imprison at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls,
ment of Honest debtors for Debt, be and the by Timothy Walcott,.( General Jigent,) Ste
however till Monday morning last, when he one of said Commissioners, whose duty it shall he shall deliver over to the debtor.
Sec. 10. Be it further enacted, That any ex same is hereby repealed.”
expired. We learn that both were intoxi be forthwith to1 furnish such creditor or creditors
The preceding Bill, having been read in both phen Wingate and R. Bradford •; Dover, J.
creditor or creditors, or execution debt
H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts; Portland,
cated at the time. What will the friends of with a notification to his debtor or debtors under ecution
the hand and seal of said Commissioner of Insol or whp may be aggrieved at the decision of the Branches, was referred to the next Legislaalcohol say at this ? Will they think of vency, which said notification shall ba in thei said Commissioner on any disclosure made as. ture, and ordered to be printed in all the news David Griffith.
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